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From lhe Editor'sDesk
Two entriesfrom the twenty-five-yearcumulated index to z-Rzs succinctly summarize the cataloginghiitory of the past few decades:
Card catalogs:
-Closing: 25: 186-95
-Expansion: 1: 104-8
The following entry in a LRTS fifty-year cumulated index will tell the
story of this issueand of the decadesio co-.:
Online catalogs:27:4-93
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The Cqtqlog qs Access

Mechqnism:Bockground
ond Concepls
Potrick Wilson

T

I wallr ro coNSTDER
what catalogs are supposed to do; how and to what
extent they do it; and what differences it makes to our notions of goals
and methods when we think of an online catalog instead of a card, book,
or microform catalog. I take the standpoint not of a cataloger, which I'm
not, but of one interested in the whole bibliographical universe and the
various ways in which we try to organize and exploit it. By bibliographical
uniuerse,f mean the whole body of public records of talking and writing.
Published records are central, but we can consider unpublished records
as part of the bibliographical universe if they are accessibleto the public.
painting and
Records of activities other than talking and writing-of
drawing and composing music, for example-are outside my scope. Insofar as people's talking and writing has permanent effect, it does so in
two quite different ways, one very concrete and one quite abstract. Concretely, some marks are made on paper, or some traces left on a piece of
magnetic tape; abstractly, acertain string of words has been produceda certain text. For historical purposes the original manuscript or other
original physical record is of enormous importance, but from another
standpoint, the crucial thing about what one says or writes down is simply that it specifies a defrnite sequence of words, a definite text, that can
appear again and again in different physical manifestations. The words
are not likely to be new; only the particular choice and order are newand they may not be very new. The text may incorporate strings of
words that resulted from one's own or other people's prior performances; it may be almost nothing but others' strings of words, cut up
and stuck end to end with a bit of transition supplied. The first published
appearance of the text, the first edition, if there is one, may be the only
appearance; for most texts the first edition is also the last. If this were so
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for all texts, life would be easier for catalogers. But the first appearance
may be just the beginning. The same text;nay appear again and again,
separately or as part of a longer string, as in an u"irrot"g-y. And the-texi
may serve as the basis for the production of new related te"xtsthat constitute new oersionsof the old text: rethinking and correcting mistakes lead
to revised versions of the initial text; exp;nsion and elaEoration to enlarged versions; simplification and contriction to abridged versions; regenres to adaptations; addition by
to critical editions; and, of course,
)thers may produce their own texts
tate it, that summarize and criticize
or improve on it. and so on indefinitely. These can be called dzriaatiaesfromihe first text. once in the bibliographical universe, a text can become an ancestor of a huge family of
other texts related to it in an immense variety of ways and dEgrees; and
any of these near and
lgaotg relatives, versions and derivatiies, might
have one or many published appearances, and start its own family"of
related texts. This universe of texts, each making one or more published
appearances and in one or more versions, is the world to which the catalog is to give entry.
recogniz.e.this talk of text and published appearance as some, .Yoyl]l
thing like the familiar distinction between literqry uiii and.bibtiographical
unit, or between a book and the work it contains.' Some such distiiction is
inescapable. I prefer to talk about texts and related texts: versions and
derivatives, than to talk of works or literary units. I know how to tell if
two publications contain the same text or not-they do if they contain
the same sequence of words-but I'm not sure I know how to iell if two
publications contain the same work or not. The trouble is that we seem
to be required to make an either/or decision: either two texts are texts of
the same work or they are not. But the relations among texts are endlessly complex; there are so.m1''y possible gradations i'nd shadings of
relationship., that I find it quite -hopeiess to roJk for a general rule or
frinciple according to which I Could make that either/or d"ecision.How much
can a text be revised before it becomes a different work? How exact does
a translation have to be to count as a translation of the same work? I
thin-k there is
lro_.gene-ril way of answering such questions, and thus
do*t the possibility-of clarifying the notion"of a *oik. Th..e may be a
useful distinction to be made beiween work and text, but I don't know
what it
I, Ior now, we'll simply do without the notion of a work.
The bibliographical univeise is in a certain sense a serf-organizing
nternal to the world. We think most
,dical indexes, abstracting services,
'aphies, comprehensive
subject bibgraphical apparatus. These are de.phical control, by which I mean int the discovery ofthe very existence

Thebibriographicaruniversei,".,,llati#.Tt;ttmJii;i:.f
::ltrol
until anyone can discover those of its inhabitants that"wili suit his or
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her purposes, whatever those purposes may be. A serious explorer of the
bibliogiaphical universe may manage to avoid use of those big i!dependent b'ibli,ographical works, relying instead on the network of references
within the nonbibliographical literature; there is more than one way to
skin a cat, and the 6ig formal bibliographical works are not the only
means of discovery. One might have sitisfactory biblio.gl3phical control
of the universe of iexts without relying on the formal bibliographical apparatus at all. But in fact that apparaius is often essential as a means of
dir.or..ry of other elements in thit universe. N"yiq9t what place is the
catalog iupposed to have in the whole array of bibliographical instrumentsi The catalog of a particular library is just one more piece of biblido that the
ography among thousands of others. What is it supp_o^sed_to
oitr.i Uibtiog.aphicrl works don't, or don't do so well? What does it do
that wouldilt be done, or wouldn't be done so well, if you didn't have it
but did have everything else?
If we want to know what a library catalog is supposed to do, the best
place to start is Cutter's classic statement of the "objects" of a catalog,
which has been repeated with minor rr
one who discussesthe nature of the <
agrees, that the frrst objective is tc
which either the author or the title t
tions arise in my mind at once. Firstl
to find a book? Then it should tell us
not generally done so. It has given a theoretical location: a call number.
Butihe books that I want seeir rarely to be at their theoretical locations;
they're on loan, in process, lost, in tio.ag., misshelved, or waitilg to be
reshelved. To find the actual location, one has to consult circulation records which, with luck, will tell one where the book actually is or, at least'
when it is expected to be returned to the library. Up to1ow, one has
often had to ionsult at least two files to find out where a book was; the
catalog gave only the theoretical location. The situation changes when
the cat"al"oggoes online; now the two separate files could be merged, and
the singleiitalog could tell you, if not precir"ely where in space the book
was, at"least whit its current status was. Now the catalog would come
closer to being abie to do what it was'supposed to do.
But which 6ooks are these that the catalog is supposed to enable me to
hnd? The books in the library? No, of course not, the books that the library has. But is that quite iigfttl Isn't it somewhat narrow-minded?
Isn't it true that what happens to b. "owned" by a particular_institution
aaailableat that pl^ace?Thelibrary can
is only a part of what's lit"Aty
it
mi with a book doesntt own but borrows from another library.
supply
^the'library
owns a book but it's not actually available and.won't be
If
available foi weeks or months, it may be able to provide me w!t! a gopI
that it doesn't own. I recently read an LC copy of a book,_all the Iocal
copies of which had disappeared. Why limit the catalog to things ow.ned
bui perhaps not actually available? Why not extend it to cover ,ttTgt
avaiiable through the library, whether or not owned by the-libraly?. Tq'
fact that things ivailable froh other sources are not instantly available is
nothing to tfie point, for half the books the library owns that I want
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short text may after all appear in the catalog and a longer text not ap-
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pear. So if we happen to have two published appearances of the same
text, one as the sole content of a book, and one as part of an issue of a
periodical, or in several issues of a periodical, the first appearance will
show up in the catalog but the second one won't. Our choice of basic
cataloging unit has the consequence that enormous numbers of texts are
not locatable through the catalog without first using some other bibliographical work, to find what book or serial they are in. And it has the
consequence that of the different copies of the same text in the library,
some will be discoverable directly through the catalog, others discoverable only by an indirect approach through other bibliographical works.
This is the standard practice, and I don't quarrel with it; but I do want to
point out that it makes a cleavage of the bibliographical universe that is
hard to describe briefly and accurately, and that must be quite mysterious and even irrational to the unindoctrinated user of the library.
The strangeness of the situation becomes more striking when we turn
to another group of objectives of the catalog. In Cutter's formulation,
the catalog is to show what the library has by a given author, or on a
given subject, or in a given kind of literature. Note the exact wording:
the catalog is to show uhat the library has. This is appealingly direct and to
the point. It's exactly what one might have expected a catalog to do. Cutter didn't say that the catalog was to show what booksa library had, but
simply: uhatithad. He didn't say the catalog was to help onefindwhatthe
library had, but to show what it had. This objective has been quoted approvingly for a hundred years, but we don't really mean it. It's not our
real objective-not, at least, if the objective is understood as it normally
would be understood, to mean that one meant to show all that one had.
We certainly don't reveal all that we have by a particular author, and
don't even aim to do so. We don't show all that we have on particular
subjects,and don't even aim to do so. In the caseofsubjects, it's notjust
a matter of ignoring relatively short texts. Showing what you have
means being explicit; if part of a book discussesa certain subject, and if
you describe the book using terms applicable only to the whole book,
you're not being explicit about the part. If the part discusses, say, the
topic of metaphor, but the book is described as a whole as being about
language, you haven't shown that you have that discussion of metaphor.
We don't aim to show, to reveal explicitly, all the separate or distinguishable contents of a book.
This is all right, or at least understandable. But it has odd consequences. A naive user might legitimately expect that, if you've got two
copies of the same text in your library, you'll list both; you certainly
wouldn't list one and hide the other. This is such a basic and intuitively
reasonable expectation that we might call it a principle: the Principle of
Parity, say. The same text appearing in different circumstances of publication should be treated the same in all of its appearances, at least to this
extent: if you show one, show them all. But we don't observe this principle. Cutter himself did have a rule requiring analytic entry for arly part
of a book that also appeared as a separate; we've forgotten that rule.'
Cutter's rules themselves appeared as an appendix in a government report on public libraries; they've also appeared separately, in several ver-
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sions, as the entire content of a small book. The former appearance will
be ignored by the catalog, the latter will be recognized. Parity is not a
cataloger's principle.

version of the Principle, in terms of quantity of information (or quantity
of text) is also grossly violated: a slight monograph will be lidted, a huge
treatise that incidentally has twice the amount of material on the same
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catalogs, on the one hand, and online catalogs, on the other, is in access
and display of information. Until now, decisions about access took the
form of decisions about entries: main entry, added entries. An item appeared at a given number of places in the catalog-under the name of the
author, under the title, under the name of a series, for example. At each
appearance, the same descriptive information might be given, or, as was
the case when Cutter was writing, the full information might be given
only once, and only partial information given otherwise. That tedious
old notion of the main entry made sense then; the main entry was the
entry giving full information. With the advent of the unit card system,
the notion dwindled to a ghost of its former self, as the notion of the entry
you would make if you were going to make only one. (This is an oversimplification, but not by much.) But in a computer environment the notion
of main entry seems to lose all meaning. And the notion of entry itself is
transformed. The question is not where and how an item is to appear in a
fixed list, but how it can be made to appear: first, what signals will produce a record, and second, what different forms the record can be made
to take when it appears.
To emphasize how the notion of entry changes in a computer environment, let me remind you of the OCLC search keys. (In fact, it seems to
me that the independent development by OCLC of its search keys was
decisive in altering the notion of the entry.) The sequence of letters
"bell, dean" is one way of making records for Saul Bellow's novel The
Dean's Decemberappear; another way is "dea,de,,". It sounds very odd
to say that Bellow's novel is entered in that OCLC catalog under "bell,
dean" and under "dea,de,," but that's in fact what it amounts to.
Search keys or search statements or, as we might say, cues that will retrieve a record are the computerized catalog's analogs or equivalents of
entries in manual catalogs. The record for an item may be physically
stored in just one place, but that one place is not the item's one entry; it's
not an entry at all but the source of entries. Or rather: the question that
used to be put as one of selection of main and added entries becomes
transformed into the question of permissible search requests, of the
kinds of instructions to a machine that will make a particular item appear. Simultaneously, the question of how much information to provide
for each entry changes; the possibility of asking for different amounts of
information (short, medium, full, as Cutter would say) means that the
question is now what different amounts and formats of information we
will allow the user to make appear. That frnally does in the notion of
main entry, for if one has the option of getting full information no matter
what search request or cue one uses to make the item appear, then every
entry is main entry, and the notion of main entry loses all point.
Instead of deciding what entries to make, then, we have to decide what
kinds of search keys or search statements or cues and combinations of
cues will suffice to retrieve a record. The great practical difference that
the computer makes is (1) in the enormous increase it allows in the number of different elements of information that might be used as cues; (2) in
the possibility of combining cues using the Boolean operators and, or,
and not; and (3) in the possibility of automatically changing the access
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system without altering the basic bibliographical records themselves.
There are so many new possibilities that if a system designer were to ask:
Which of the possible kinds of search capabilities would you like us to
build into the system?, it's hard to imagine how one could resist saying:
We want them all, now. Naturally, we'll want to be able to do what we
could do in the old catalogs: if there was a point in making entries under
author's name and title and editor and series in the old catalogs, the
point is presumably still valid, and we'll want to be able to make a record
appear by specifying author or title or editor or series. It would be odd
and disappointing to find that an online catalog gave us less accessthan
did the old system of main and added entries. But we want to be able to
retrieve a record using partial information and combinations of partial
cues: author's surname only (instead of full name) plus some word or
words from the title (not the exact title with all words in the right order);
those cues plus publication data, or plus approximate publication date;
part of a surname plus other cues; and so on. We want to be able to exclude things: to ask for works not written in Bulgarian, not pubiished
after 1970, and so on. The question is, How much of the full combinatory capacity of the computer, working on what part of the range of elements in the full description, are we to make use of If that is a radical
transformation of our old question about how many entries to make for a
particular record, it is still the same question at heart: how to make the
records accessible. I can think ofno general principle that one could use
to help decide that question except the Principle of Generosity: the more
the merrier. Or, to put it more solemnly: maximize the chances of frnding what one is looking for, given the information one starts with. Minimize the restrictions on use of whatever information one has. If we take
that line, the question ofaccess converges on the question ofdescription;
if you're going to supply a piece of information in the full description of
an item, why not let one who happens to have that piece of information
use it in trying to get that item to appear? If it's worth giving at all, why
isn't it worth using for retrieval purposes, as one part of a search request? Clearly not very many of the possible kinds of complex search
requests are going to be used often; simple search requests using authors' names and partial titles are going to be the popular ones, I would
expect. But from the point ofview ofthe user, not the system designer,
the desirable thing would be to allow the user to use whatever information he or she had to start with, in trying to locate particular items: to
maximize accessibility.
I want to interrupt the story at this point to caution against too much
satisfaction about the possibility of altering the accesssystem automatically without changing the basic records. The passage of time causes
problems for a catalog, some of which are all too familiar, some of which
are, I think, unduly neglected. People change their names; organizations change their names too, as do serial publications. New versions of
old texts appear. New things are written about. Old things get new
names, terminology changes. This last kind of change is one that looks to
be easy to cope with in an online environment; with automated authority control, changes of terminology are easily dealt with. But there is a

l2l
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kind of change that cannot be accommodated so easily. The establishment of a new subject takes time; subject catalogers wisely wait for a
while to let terminology settle down, though the easier it is to change
terminologl, the less reason there is for waiting. But during the wait,
and even before one recognizes that there is something to wait for, people have been producing books that in retrospect car 6. seen to bebest
described by terminology that was not then ivailable. After you finally
recognize the
-category of, say, popular culture as something ihat can be
the subject of a book, you might ask: How have we been describing
b.gob on this subject up to now, when we lacked that subject heading?
The introduction of a new category, not simply a new nahe for an old
category, should be the occasion for a retrospective look at what has previously been done, for the chances are thai some of the old work il in
error, given the new vocabulary. Recataloging is in order. But, so far as
f know, it is not established practice to reexamine old cataloging in the
light of new vocabulary. Corrections may be made for accidenial reasons: a new edition of an old work, a need to correct old author entries.
But systematic review of old subject cataloging, I think not. Now as terminology changes and new categories are introduced, over time the
amount of misdescribed material is bound to increase; the accuracy of
the subject catalog declines, the quality is gradually degraded. This is
something that automatic procedures cannot eliminate. There is no automatic recognition process for misdescribed works.
!.Ve've got rid of the notion of entry or, rather, replaced it with the
notion of permissible search request. In particular, wetve got rid of main
entry, and so are rid of those wearisome debates about whether main
entry should always be under title, and those difficult decisions in particular casesabout whether main entry should be under personal o.torporate author. Good riddance! Now, might not the notion of authorship be
thrown out too? Mr. Gorman has reiently managed somehow to persuade the library profession that corporate authorship is a bad idea and
should be entirely, or almost entirely, discarded (except for certain 'emanations' from corporate bodies). That was a most surprising feat. It occurs to me that a profession that can do that ought to be able to take the
next small step and toss out the idea of personal authorship as well. I
h.astento say that I'm not suggesting abandonment of authority control.
We want to be able to pose search iequests using personal names with
the assurance that we will retrieve things appearing with any form of the
name of the same person, and that requires standirdization on names,
or links among different forms of name used by the same person, that
might be automatically activated when any particular form is used in a
search request. But we might keep authority control while abandoning
authorship, by which I mean, ceasing to do anything to indicate explicl
itly that- a person rs the author of a particular text. This will, I hbpe,
sound
9ho9!ing; are nor our catalogi firmly based on the authorslip
principle? If we want to allow a person to f,rnd a book of known authorl
ship, how can we do so withoutidentifying
authors as authors? In fact,
however, I think our catalogs are not frrmly based on the authorship
principle. We do not really inquire into the question of whether a per-
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sonal name on the title page is the name of the author of the book. We
take things at face value. Authorship really means purported authorship. When we learn that a text purportedly written by a late president of
the United States was actually written bv his assistants, we don't rush
out to change the catalog records; that president is stili the purported
author. The managed textbooks that are written by anonymous hacks
and that appear under the names of eminent professors would be listed,
with a clear conscience, under their title-page purported authors. We
recognize pro forma authorship, as when the twentieth edition of a text
containing hardly a word set down by the original author is still ascribed
to the original author, depending on the appearance of the title page.
We're not really serious about authorship, and that is quite right; titlepage names are the names likely to be used by those looking for the texts,
and hence are the ones to worry about. No, we are not serious about
authorship; and why take seriouily the job of establishing purported authorship? A bibliographical record might now simply contain a titlepage transcription, and the proper names contained in that transcription
made searchable; this might easily be done without taking any position
on the question of whether a name is the name of the author. What difference would it make? We would allow people to search by specifying a
personal name alone, or personal name and title; in either case those
things (and maybe more) would be retrieved that would have been retrieved if we allowed them to search for items of which some person was
the author. We can, I say to forestall instant objection, distinguish be-

also retrieving those of which he is the purported editor or translator or
introduction writer. The Principle of Generosity would favor this. Still,
it is worth reflecting on how little we do in fact depend on the notion of
authorship. We proceed, more and more, on the basis of quite another
principle: the Principle of Maximum Feasible Superficiality. As much
as possible, we take things at face value. I do not say this is a defect.
Let us return for a moment to corporate authorship. Absent the need
to decide on main entry, the debate over corporate main entry disappears. If we drop the notion of authorship, the notion of corporate authorship disappears as well. As with personal names, corporate names
appearing in a title transcription or elsewhere might be made searchable
without explicitly indicating any particular functional relationship between corporate body and text. But if we want to assign function or role
indicators to personal names, distinguishing purported authors from
purported editors and the like, why should we not assign them to corporate names too? In particular, the role indicator of purported authorship? For this good reason, it will be said, that an organization as an
entity cannot write a book; only people, singly or in groups, can write
books. I suspect that the rejection of corporate authorship is in part

l*/
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based on a romantic view of personal authorship. In scientific journals,
for instance, the appearance of a personal name at the head of a journal
article does not imply, hardly begins to suggest, that the person named
did any writing; it only implies that the person had some unspecified role
in doing the piece of research that is reported in the article. Mary Leakey
wanted her name taken off a paper not because she hadn't actually written any of the work (of course she hadn't; she had lent the actual writers
some bones), but because she disapproved of the content.n Authorship
no longer really implies writing, and purported authorship needn't imply purported writing. The ways in which an organization might very
seriously be eligible for authorship-are explored deeply in Michael Carpenter's book CorporateAuthorship;' I want to supplement that book by
arguing, briefly, that since we don't take personal authorship seriously
(and shouldn't), we needn't take corporate authorship seriously either,
but we needn't take it any less seriously. For us, in practice, authorship
is mainly a matter of name prominently displayed on title page; and it
needn't make any difference whether the name looks like the name of an
individual, or a committee, or a project, or an event. or a corporation, or
a government department. To attribute a role to an organization or
group need no more imply any theory about what part different members of the group played in the putting together of a string of words, than
attribution of the role of author to an individual has to imply a theory
about what the person actually did. In other words: role attribution
role attribution. The notion of corpowithout commitment-superficial
rate authorship is not dead; if one wants a deep analysis of what it seriously means, that's available; without deep analysis, we are justifred in
using the notion as superficially as we use the notion of personal authorship.
Let us return to the question of subject description. One of the first
things one is likely to think of, when contemplating a computer-based
catalog, is that now we should take the occasion to begin revealing more
of the content of our collections. Subject analysis is shallow; it often
amounts to little more than paraphrasing the titles of books in a formalized vocabulary and syntax. The vocabulary and syntax are that ofthe
Library of Congress subject heading system; they needn't, of course, be
that. There are plenty of alternative ways of formulating short formalized descriptions of content, the PRECIS system being the most talked
about. But the point is that whatever system you employ, short descriptions of overall subject matter just don't reveal much explicitly about
content. And so one might say: now is the time to deepen the indexing,
to make more of the content of the texts directly accessible. Lots of alternatives suggest themselves; for instance, a layered content description:
first an overall summary of content; then a set of descriptions of separate
parts or aspects of the content; then a further set of descriptions of
smaller parts or aspects. Given a search procedure that allowed one to
search in different layers, sticking to the top layer if one wanted, going
deeper if one wanted, this would-greatly inirease retrieval capability, ii
would enlarge the amount of material on a topic that was explicitly
shown as such. Should we not be working on plans to do just this?
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thought worth having on the premises. In some libraries of course, for
example an undergraduate library in a university, it comes close to being a list of recommended books; and as a universal though shallow bibliography, a subject catalog would be no worse if it were still more selec-

be, and should not try to be, the complete and defrnitive guide to the
bibliographical universe, but an essential local supplementlo the complex apparatus of means of discovery. In its revolutionary new online
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form, that's what it will still be. But if all goeswell, it will be an excitingly
fltxible and comfortablepiece of the bibliographical apparatus.
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nts pApERDEALSwrrH TRENDsin technolog"y, or perhaps it would be
more accurate to say that it discusseswaves; out at sea, one can point out
waves and indicate that they are heading toward shore, but it is often
difficult to determine which one will arrive first. The presentation
assumes alay audience in computer and communication matters; it is
tutorially and taxonomically oriented. The analogy of computer system
organization will be used to structure the discussion, and a controlling
metaphor will be the concept of banduidth.
Computer system organization, like Gaul, is in three parts-the
central processing unit (CPU), the storage unit, and the input/output
units. Regardless of computer size, from micro to NASA giant, these
functions are always present. What follows is similarly organized. First I
will discuss minis, main frames and their differences, and distributed
processing. As storage functions I will discuss distributed databases and
optical disks; and under the input/output function I will discuss
long-haul networks and local networks, packet-switching, and a little bit
about frber optics and terminals.
The metaphor of bandwidth is critically important, for it deals with
the issue of whether sufficient information can be transmitted within an
available time. The term may be defined as describing the quantity of
information transmitted per given unit of time. The origin of the term
lies no doubt in the early days of radio and telephony. The wider the
band of radio frequencies used to transmit the human voice, the truer
the received sound will be. Most of us are familiar with the idea that the
human ear, in youth, can receive sound at frequencies from about
twenty to thirty cycles per second up to about 20,000 cps; and most of us
know that this bandwidth decreases with age. The telephone system
transmits a relatively narrow portion of the sound spectrum that we can

This paper is essentially the same as the author's presentation at the
RTSD/RASD/LITA
Preconference on "Prospects for the Online Catalog, " onJuly B,
1982, entitled "Technology Utilization in Libraries: Background, History, Current
Trends in Computer Technology Availability. " The author, who is head of the Book
Acquisitions Department, Columbia University Libraries, wishes to acknowledge his
discussions over the years on technology application with Jessica D. Gordon, John F.
Knapp, and FredericJ. Meier, and the assistance of the preconference chair, Helen F.
Schmierer.
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hear, from about 200 to 3000 cps, which is usually perfectly intelligible
but sounds rather tinny. The phone company's saving on bandwidth
allows it to pack more calls simultaneously into the same transmission
line, thus effectively increasing the overall bandwidth.
There are two ways to increase the bandwidth of a communicating
Iink: either increase the number of signal paths, or increase the signaling
speed. Consider the example of a single telegraph line of the kind used on
the old railroads: a single wire with the signal returning literally to
ground. Morse code over this wire can be transmitted at a given rate that
will define the link's bandwidth. Getting more data over this link
requires sending at a faster rate, increasing the number of signal paths
on the same wire, or both. Sending several signals over the wire at
different frequencies is one way of increasing the signal; laying more
wires is another. Voice transmission is a third way, for it is a use of a
broad band of transmission frequencies to pass information at a rate
higher than dot-dash code.
Let us consider a library analogy, a library with closed stacks and one
page available to enter them. A patron arrives, is served and is happy. If,
however, a number of patrons arrive at more or less the same time, some
will be served quickly and others will have to wait some length of time.
Modern queuing theory tells us that this situation can quickly lead to loss
of the library director.
One solution is to increase the speed of transmission by having the
page run. A more reasonable solution is to increase the number of data
paths by hiring more pages. Carrying this to its conclusion, we can open
the stacks, creating as many data paths as necessary; we have radically
increased the bandwidth of the system, that is, the quantity of
information that can be transmitted in a unit of time. The example may
seem trivial, yet it has ramifications in much of library work. For
example, we must consider how many people can get at our automated
catalog at one time, and how many terminals our network computer can
support. The card catalog has become notorious for its defects in the past
decade, but it remains a marvelously broad-bandwidth device.
One of the significant questions about the use of computers for
cataloging (or for anything else) becomes: Is the necessary bandwidth
available? Can enough information be transmitted in the time available?
Some of the catalog use studies now in progress will provide us with
necessary information on this topic, though at the moment I have
observed only anecdotal evidence. We need to know more about how
many people are likely to want information from a given system at a
given time; and about how demand on a system is likely to rise once the
initial response is seen to satisfy the initial demand quickly.
MINIS AND MAXIS
A few basic words about computer hardware differences should be
said here. The differences among micros, minis, and maxis (or "main
frames") are relative; they are matters of speed, internal complexity,
and data-access bandwidth. Table 1 illustrates these differences.
Anyone with more than a beginner's knowledge will recognize the
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TABLE 1
Dtrranrivcrs AMoNcCovpurers or DrrppRrrvrSrzrs

Speed
Complexity
Bandwidth
(data path in bits)

Mrcno

MrNr

ms*
low
I

ms, rls
low, high
8, 16,32

*ms : milliseconds (thousandths
of a second); gs :
second); ns : nanoseconds (billionths ofa second).

Mnxr
NS

high
3 2 , 6 + , 1 2 8 ,o r m o r e

microseconds (millionths of a

oversimplifications of this figure, yet the thrust is clear: a small
computer whose instruction cycle time is measured in milliseconds and
which can only perform one operation at atirme on a single 8-bit byte of
informati,on, is a radically different device from a main frame that
executes instructions at billionths of a second on 16-byte chunks of data
at a time while carrying on several operations simultaneously. The
differences with respect to the requirements of your library are not
always clear, and you should get a system designer (who is not your
vendor) t<i help in making this evaluation. But you can expect a rough
correlation of the following: the size of your library (however
measured-collection size, circulation, number of branches); the extent
of computer power required to serve your library; and the cost of the
necessary hardware.
One significant problem common to almost all computers is the
inherent r:estriction on bandwidth of a machine that proceeds stepwise
through instructions. It does them one at a time. There are limits,
related to the speed of light, to how fast instructions may be sequentially
executed, and computers approaching that limit are in design.
However, bandwidth may be increased by increasing the number of
data paths. Some machines now on the market (e.g., the IBM 3081)
make prirnitive use of two, sometimes a few more, processing units to
increase overall speed; the control problems are significant enough to
inhibit threir full potential for general use for some time. One or two very
expensive and very specialized machines have been marketed which are
parallel prrocessors,that is, their multiple units process a number of
variables simultaneously using similar computation procedures. Such
machines as the Cray are few in number.
Interrrrediate single-purpose approaches have been successful.
OCLC's development of a system using four, five, and now even more
CPUs front-ended by tens of communications computers and
back-ended by almost as many database processors is to my mind one of
the wonders of the computing world. It is, however, unique, and has
taken yeiars to develop; and its very-long-term flexibility has to be
questioned.
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
What OCLC has done is related to one of the important advances in
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computer systems of the past decade, the implementation of distributed
systems. Distributed systems comprise two subgenres, the differences
between which should be kept very clear: distributed processing and
distribuleddatabases.
Both are intended to increase processing power over
what can be achieved with individual systems, and both have as their
purpose the location of their concern (the computing power or the data)
where it will be most useful rather than at one central point.
A distributed processing
system typically deals with files of data smaller
than those usually encountered in libraries, files that are evanescent but
need computer resources likely to be in demand. Examples include
statistical computations, debugging of programs, and solution of partial
differential equations. In each case there are relatively few data for all
the computing power required, and the user is likely to be indifferent as
to which computer in a network solves the problem. The user might
decide where to send the data for processing or, in a fully distributed
system, the process might be directed automatically so as to make the
best use of available computing resources at a given time. Either way,
the distributed processing concept is not usually our concern: library
files are quite large, are relatively stable (less than one-fourth of I
percent of a cataloging database is likely to be changed or added in a
given day), the records are large and of variable length, and the
processing, while quite simple, is highly interactive.
DISTRIBUTED DATABASES

interest only (the perception is now changing). In terms of the
bandwidth metaphor, we can see that distributing the data
geographically can be related to increasing the number of paths to the
data.
Let me continue the earlier analogy of the library with closed stacks
and a single page. A further way to increase accessto library materials
would be to replicate the stacks; or, in library terms, to create branches.
This solution has, of course, been used, and branch library systems have
been, de facto, distributed databases for many decades'in all but the
electronic sense. In fact, in discussing the assetsand liabilities ofbranch
library systems, one is very close to discussing the same for
computerized distributed databases. Will branches have only duplicates
of the central database or will they have unique copies of some titles?
How does a patron know which branch has an item? Is one branch more
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storage (the simplest case);
2. Files"distributid to several locations, but only one central
directory, forcing central reference before local access;
3. Compleie replicition: the directory and frles are duplicated and
maintained in toto at each location;
4. Partitioned database, with a directory and central master copy:
here only part of the database is located at each,outlying location,
while the directory and a copy of the entire database is maintained
centrally;
5. Partitioned database, with a central directory but no central
master copy of the data;
6. Partitioned databases and directories, with no master file or
directory (analogous to a collection of books, each with its own full
index).
A seventh possibility, not included by Enslow, is appearing as desirable
for library network purposes:
7. Pariitioned databises and directories, with a central master copy
of the total database and a master directory.
Designs for all of these, including the last, have been put forward in
various" computing contexts; implementation of some of them, not
including the last as yet, have also appeared.
The pSsitive aspects of distributed databases are easy to.understand.
Locating the data near its usage point makes sense, as tending to reduce
certain iommunications andmaintenance costs. All users of a data

being equal. (This may not be the case in Europe, where the long-haul
cosis are rather higher.) Not only must a local
.o*ir..tti..tions
installation of a distributed database miintain expensive equipment, it
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speak, by throwing money at them. Technical problems remain. One is
the matter of system recovery after failure. Dynamic databases are each
in a state of constant change; it is important to be sure that updates in
process when a system fails are done properly when it comes up again,
and that they are not done twice; this is especially so when frscal systems
are involved, as they soon will be (e.g., for acquisitions systems). If
databases are multiply maintained, the problem is magnified
geometrically.
Multiplicity also leads to the related problems of synchronization and
deadlock. To present the problem in simple terms, I will use a banking
example. If Jan's checkingbalance is 9100 and on the same day Jan
deposits $300 andJason $100 to her account, the ending balance should
be $500. The process seems simple: obtain the present balance, add the
new amount to it, and store the new balance. If, however, the task
performing the addition ofJan's deposit locates the old balance ($tOO;
just afterJason's deposit transaction has begun, but beforeJason's is
completed, the two update tasks will not take account of each other and
will each store their new balance independently; depending on which
does so first, the resulting new balance will be $200 or $400 (Jan will be
justly annoyed and the bank will unjustly blame the problem on the
computer). This sequence illustrates a problem with one of our solutions
to the bandwidth problem: increasing the number of paths to the data
can cause communication problems among the paths.
A solution to this synchronization problem is for the first computing
task to grab control ofthe old balance and not allow any other task to
read or write into it until the frrst task is completed. But in distributed
systems, the solution can lead to the problem of deadlock. Let us say that

until the first is through. Then each computer correctly attempts to grab
control of the old balance in the other computer, for the same reason.
However, it finds the other old balance already locked; so the computer
task (following the usual procedure) waits for it to be unlocked. In the
present example, both computer tasks will wait indefrnitely as neither
can proceed until the other lets go; this is deadlock. A library analogy
might be catalog maintenance and circulation activity on the same
record, leading to a kind of bibliographic gridlock.
It is not enough to say that this kind of problem is extremely unlikely
to occur; in systems where millions of instructions are executed each
second, the axiom "If it can happen, it will happen" is proven daily.
The examples here given, and similar problems of much higher
complexity, have, of course, been solved in well-designed systems; but
the solutions are costly and mean the system will be vulnerable only to
more complex problems of the same type.
Overall, the problems I have described in such simple terms are so
considerable that Enslow wrote. "The use and maintenance of various
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organizations of distributed data bases are not yet fully understood. "n
By this past year, one would have hoped the situation to have improved;
it has, but only to a point. Holland, in May 1982, wrote:
Problems in distributed database environments frequently involve invalid

Later on in the same article, he repeats:
Although attemptshave been made to resolvetheseproblems, severalare only
From an overall
partialt solvabie or are not yet adequately resolved.
that
it is desirable
ale
so
troublesome
problems
databaie
distributed
standpoint,
not to have an unconstraineddislribution of data within the company.u

the pioneers who have the arrows in their backs'

Oprrcer, DIsKs
Although optical disks have little to do with online catalogs, it.is
desirable-to dispel a certain amount of confusion about them. The
pr-es: has. dealt with the TV-compatible
popular libraiy
.
entertarnment-orrenfed videodisks; the technical press discussions have
been fewer and have concerned the computer-compatible digitally
recorded information-storage optical disks; and neither has sufficiently
distinguished the type of which it is speaking from the other."
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the
term
uideodisk encomPasses both
The
generic
entertainrient-oriented videodisks and the information-oriented optical
disks. In both cases the device is a twelve- or fourteen-inch disk,

aimed, but out of range of the individual consumer'
Optical disks are created by use of a laser beam burning small holes
into-a reflective surface. The beam can be precisely focused so that the
holes, or pits, are on the order of a half micron in diameter in tracks
spaced only two microns apart, thus allowing about 54,000 tracks on a
side of the disk. The disks are read by a similar laser device which reflects
a beam off the surface of the disk, reading the pits by detecting
nonreflection. Some entertainment-type videodisk masters are made

information storage .
In their use as a document storage medium, the technology is based
on digital reproduction of images, not on digital coding of information;
that is, it is allied to techniques used in facsimile transmission.'" A
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scientihc article can be stored and reproduced as it appeared on a printed
page: graphs, Times Roman type, and all . In this way, while
information may be digitized for disk storage, it is not searchable nor
easily abstracted. Optical disks compete with microforms as an
image-reproduction system, and as such its costs for very large systems
are roughly comparable; the costs are going to drop further. Optical
disks offer the possibility of image transmission; microforms do not. For
practical purposes the transmission rate would have to be very high to be
of practical use; the conjunction of this method of image recording and
of local area networks (to be discussed below) is of very great interest.
The most interesting current example oflibrary use of such a system is
the Library of Congress project for storage of both print and nonprint
media in lieu of the originals." LC is also using optical-disk storage of
catalog card images in its catalog distribution service.
In the longer run, falling costs of optical disks will allow their use as
digital-storage media rather like present magnetic-disk packs, only in
more compact form; this eventuality will be hastened when optical disks
''
can be copied more readily than now. In dny case, I hope it is clear that
video and optical disks are of no direct relevance in present planning for
an online catalog: they are passive storage devices and as such will
simply offer another tactical option for system implementers.
COMPUTER NETwORKS AND COMMUNICATIONS
With the discussion of local area networks, we move to the frnal
portion of the computer analogy with which we began: the input/output
structure. It will be useful first to review larger-scale networks and how
computers communicate data, both internally and externally.
Computers communicate with each other by means of networks. In
fact, the interior structure of a computer is a miniature network, in that
the main components (the central processing unit (CPU), the storage
unit, and the input/output units) also need to pass data back and forth
under some kind of control. The distinction between the types of
networks available to designers for use inside and outside a computer has
become more and rnore fuzzy.
Network descriptions usually begin with topology, that is, with the
distribution of network nodes in space and their interconnection. Some
types are more familiar than others, but all of these are now in use.
1. Unconstrained: in this model, each node is a computer that is
probably itself the center of a star network (see below). Each CPU
must accommodate the others, which may be of different
manufacture, by providing software that can receive and send
messagesto possibly quite differing systems. Message routing
from one CPU to another is decided by each node. The resulting
network efficiency is thus fairly low, particularly for short,
frequent messages. Failure of a node in such a network is only of
moderate significance to network activity as a whole. This type of
network is like that which was occasionally proposed for the
national library network in the late 1970s."
2. Ring: this model is seldom seen in long-haul (geographically large)
network design, though it has been used for local area networks
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concomitant cost and comPlexitY.
3. Bus: in this model all nbdes are connected to a single long
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company) has reqLLired slower speeds and accommodations, including
the development of the modem; and the terminals at the oiher end oT
most lines have been slow devices anyway, requiring the computer end
to restrain its transmission and otherwise to occupy itself in thelnterims.
It is prohibitive to lease a communication line fiom New york to each
terminal connected to the system in chicago, so a whole industry has
grown around techniques of sharing communication lines. poiling,
terminal _addresses, multiplexing, bi:synch protocols, and front-en-d
communications controllers are all terms foi devices and procedures
necessary to handle computer communications over multi-drop
lines-increasing their bandwidth even though the actual transmission
speed has remained low.
The need to optimize communications among large numbers of nodes
on a relatively slow communications network, moderatelv liable to
failure, has led to the important concept of the message packet; and
packet-switching is now ai the heart ofboth long-haul-ani local area
network. development. Real-world messages tend to vary greatly in
length, in sources, and in destinations. A packet-switchin{ network
breaks up all messages into standardized packets of predictaB'le length,
and assigns sequence numbers to them; requires standard addresses"for
copriately plugged into each packet;
t-swrtching programming at each
rllows the node to forward packets to
: destination with a minimum of
ws an alternative route easily to be
route is known to be busy or to have
failed.,*
The result of network development through the 1970s has been that
the large expensive computers and intercomprrtet co-^unications
have
been well served. wide-bandwidth
channels using packet-switching
technology at relatively high speeds of 56,000 bits per second and morE
("fat channels") have achieved economies of scali. Traffic is high on
networks such as the ARPAnet; the computing resources availabie are
very great; and the result has been high efficiency in terms both of costs
and response time at the computer.
The problem, as Leonard Kleinrock has pointed out, is that the users
at the periphery are not yet well served. thdiviaual terminals, by the
nature of the human interface, are low-speed and low-traffic devices,
and therefore inefficient. when r arn at a terminal, Kleinrock says,
communications analysts have the following problems;
. ,lt.y don't know when I at the terminal will require resources;
. they don't know how much resource I will need when I
do:
o mostly_,I won't need any resource (I'm scratching my
head);
o when I do. I want it now.''
Inefficiency is built in.
LOCAL Anne NETwoRKS
^ A sol.r'tion may lie in local area network developments which are on a
flront of extraordinarily great activity and must nbw begin to affect our
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thinking.'u Local area networks (LAN) are charactetized by the
following:
o extiemely high data transmission rates, or bandwidth, ranging
from 1-12 Mbits per second (1 Mbit, or megabit, is 1 million bits);
o compatibility between all devices attached to the network,
regardless of speed, type, or manufacturer;
o use of relatively inexpensive transmission media, whether
twisted-pair telephone wire, coaxial cable, or fiber optics-in most
cases, the inexpensiveness deriving from its not belonging to the
phone company;
o topology within a limited geographical area: a campus, a small
town, a city-hall complex;
o connection with other networks (long-haul or LAN) through
standardized " gateways" ;
. no central control point, and therefore
. resistance to failure.
LAN design calls for the network structure itself to take over
lnrercommunrcarron functions. The attached devices, whether

planners ofonline catalogs over the next decade.
As an aid to those of us who are not the technical planners but who
must at all costs look over their shoulders, I want to sketch out some of
the terminology and major tendencies in LAN development that are
now emerging. As usual,-network discussions begin with topologyj aqq
two of tlie familiar forms have emerged preeminent in LAN
development; the ring and the bus.
The ring, as previously described, allows for passage of a message
around a-circuit until it reaches its destination. In the LAN

one messageat a time to go around the circuit, but others allow more. All
networks must have a control mechanism, allowing nodes to know when
they may transmit; ring LANs tend to use the "token-passing"
technique, in which a specific character-space in each message packet
indicates whether the slot may be used." lf the bit pattern is not that of
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the token, the node may change it to the token and place its message into
the remainder of the packet. IBM is one vendor that has indicated a
preference for the token-passing ring LAN technique.'t
The bus topology is the other form used in LAN development so far.
The bus is mechanically simpler than the ring, at a cost of requiring
somewhat more complex software techniques, because the bus is a
passive scheme, relying on the nodes to place messageson the network in
an orderly fashion. An electrical signal placed on the bus will be
available to all nodes on the bus more or less simultaneously; it is up to
the correct node to pick up its own address and receive the message, and
it is up to the other nodes to ignore messagesnot addressed to them. In
this way the nodes resemble terminals on a multidrop communication
line that must respond to their own polling address and to no other,
though they can "hear" the messagesto and from all other terminals on
the line.
In a bus network it is entirely possible for two stations to begin
transmitting simultaneously; but as both signals propagate along the
bus, they would intermingle chaotically . One of the properties of LANs
is that there is no central unit for adjudicating priorities, as there is in a
star network which polls and addresses terminals in a controlling
fashion. The control technique of a bus LAN requires each node to listen
before and during its transmission. If the node is receiving, it must not
transmit; and if it begins receiving in the first few bit-spaces after it
begins sending (a ' 'collisior " ), it must stop and begin the
listen-before-sending cycle again. As each node waits a random number
of milliseconds before starting the cycle again, a second collision is
unlikely.tn The procedure ha"scome to bJknown as "carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection," and the clumsy term
CSMA/CD has now come to be part of data-processing jargon. The
Xerox-inspired "Ethernet" is one major development using these
techniques.
The two techniques are wholly incompatible with each other and both
are being developed by substantial market providers, ensuring their
continued existence for some time. Gateways are possible between these
incompatible network forms, as they are between LANs and the
lons-haul networks."

TneNsprrssloNMEDrA
The choice of LAN tvpe is not constrained bv transmission medium.
Three types have b..t pioposed so far. The first is twistedpair, which is
telephonelike wiring (though not owned by the phone company),
inexpensive, familiar, and easy to install . Speeds of up to 10
Mbits/second can be achieved over fairly short distances, and
splicing-adding new connections-is an easy matter. The possible
speed drops rather quickly with distance. Twisted pair is also somewhat
sensitive to electrical or radio interference, making it inconvenient in
certain heavy industrial or military applications (one reads in the
literature of the need to protect communication systems from intense
radiation bursts). IBM's initial LAN installations will probably be with
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twisted-pair wire. Migration to higher-quality connections at a later
date will not be difficult.
Coaxial cable is another medium of choice. Physically the cable is

advantages.
TERMINALS
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Finally, in typographical terms the modern CRT is positively a
.
barrier..Everything we have learned about letterforms and readabiiity
over the centuries-from
Diirer
to Baskerville and th;

Look here upon this picture, and on this,
The counterfeit presentmentof two brothers.
Seewhat a gracewas seatedon this brow.
."
The recent Hildreth report from ocLC

on the user interface of online

CoNcr-usroN

It would be helpful if the profession, including its computer
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technicians, would review why Cutter's definitions of a catalog have
served us so well for most of a century.'u Must something Tit the
definition before we use its name or, like Adam, can we name the beast
simply because we have the arbitrary power to do so? At conferences,
and in journals and at staff meetings, we tend to reify "the online
catalog" by speaking of it. It doesn't exist, but we keep talking as if it
does, gradually becoming honestly persuaded that it does exist-or after
all, how could we have been talking about it for so many years? And by
exist, I don't mean in isolpted examples, but in the generality, like cars
as opposed to spacecraft."
I am recommending a retreat to realism in the debate I know is now
taking place in many of the nation's libraries. Few libraries today can
realistically decide whether or not to have an online catalog, for they
really aren't being offered one; they can however decide to choose
system A over system B. A library might not choose even an
already-existing system, but someone's prototype system (maybe its
own)-in which caseit is asking for rrouble. Some of us may be wiiling to
make this choice, and it is due to this willingness that some leading
librarians and libraries have led the profession forward at times. But we
have a responsibility in such cases not to fool ourselves or our
management that we are choosing between a Volkswagen and a
Cadilfac; we're buying a new Boeing 767, and only the prototypes of
those have flown so far.
What are the more cautious of us to do? There are some simple but
solid guidelines. First of all, work with others; don't go it alone.
Particularly for libraries, our fiscal and intellectual resources will be
better used when pooled.
Second, keep the data clean. To paraphrase Dr. Johnson, an
institution that does not mind its data will not mind mucli of anything.
This may seem a truism, as for decades we've all minded orrr c.id
catalogs and circulation files; yet there are many libraries who have paid
good money for years of archive tapes and have done nothing but stack
them. And there are librarians who speak of better, or shortei, or more
cost-effective, or more locally useful forms of bibliographic data as if
they had forgotten what library interdependence means.'?3I will invert a
maxim that gained currency a few years ago: in terms of our
technological tools, the future is shorterthan the past. The mechanisms
for creating, displaying, and distributing catalog data are changing
constantly. Yesterday libraries spoke of having their own computer;
today few do; tomorrow, the minicomputer revolution may arrive. In a
startlingly short time microforms may be outmoded (did you expecr ro
hear that five years ago?). Network types, communication prolocols,
display devices are being planned at a rate which Kleinrocli has said
makes data communication systems obsolete before they can be brought
to market. The cautious approach will recognize that the data itself is
what is remaining constant: systems come and go, but data abides.
Third, we should therefore use technolosies that have arrived at some
maturity, or which are fully supported byindustries capable of dealing
with the setbacks of new'sysAm implementation.'n And fourth, wE
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should work to influence technological development where we do it best:
in improved access techniques (subject headings, for example), and
above all in matters of authority control. Such matters are uniquely our
past, and they will serve our future well.
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Chorocleristicsof
Online PublicCotologs
Sfephen R. Solmon
of twenQonlinepublic catalogsin librar.iu in the
TheJunctionalcharacteristics
bibliographic
Uniied Sntesaredescribed.Ditabaseand technicalcharacteristics,
and costsalsoarebriefQnoted.
questions,
woRLD oF .NLTNEcATALocs is exciting, partly because of the new
T""
and enhanced capabilities forbibliographic accessthat the catalogs make
possible, and pirtly because the characteristics of these catalogs are
ionstantly changing. Some have been in existence for several years,
others arb still in the planning stage, and all of them are still under
development. This muiability makes things interesting to observers as
well as to participants in the development process, but it also makes it
very difficllt to describe and compire the -systems. Since-none of the
is really a finished produci, it is difficult even to decide which
ryri.-r
systems to desiribe and compare. For the purposes of this paper,. the
only systems included rre those that are operational,_ at l.east in a
proiotyp. mode, so that a functioning "thing" c-o-uldbe 9escribed, and
ine ais&ssion has been limited to systems in the United States. Twenty
systems, selected by these criteria, irE described, listed in table 1 by the
name of the institution that developed each.
Excluded, because they are not yet operational, ate systems at
Missouri and Illinois, to be based on software from the Washington
Library Network, and a system being developed jointly by the
Univeriity of Wisconsin and the University of Chicago 1n_c^ooperation
with IBM. The Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) and the
Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) are also excluded,
because they were not designed primarily for public access,even though
some libraries are using them that way. A few other systems have not
been included simply because the institutions where they are located did
not reply to the letter questionnaire on which much of this paper is
based.-Any other omissions are inadvertent, and I would appreciate
having such omissions called to my attentionThJre are two other caveats. Because of the rapid changes in the field,
some of the information in this paper may be inaccurate, or may soon
Stephen R. Salmon is assistant vice-president for library plans and policies in the Univeriity of California Systemwide Administration. He presented an earlier v_ersionof this
Preconference on-"Prospects for the Online Catapaper at the RTSD/{ASD/LITA
log," onJuly B, 1982.
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TABLE 1
Ontcru aNo Scopu or TwrNrv
Online

ONr-rNe Puslrc Cararocs

Catalog
System
Name

Organization

Avatar Systems
ILS
Beth Israel Hosoital
PaperChase
Biblio-Techniques
BLIS
MELVYL
University of California
TOMUS
Carlyle Systems
Claremont Colleges
TLS
PAC
CLSI
LSCAN
Dallas Public Library
Dartmouth College
DataPhaseSystems
Inquiry
Public Query
Geac International
DB-SEARCH
Inforonics
Library ofCongress
SCORPIO/MUMS
PALS
Mankato StateUniversity
LUIS
Northwestern University
LCS
Ohio State University
Pikes Peak Library District
Maggie's Place
lJniversal Library Systems
ULISYS
WashingtonStateUniversity
Washington University SchoolBACS
of Medicine

Origin
CommerInstitutional
cial

xx
x
x*
XX

Scope
Local
Union
Catalog
Catalog

xI
x

X

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

X

x
x
x
x
x

x
X

X
X

x
X

* Developed

by libraries and then licensed to commercial orsanizations that now distribute

I Developed
{ Capability

by a commercial
exists.

organization

x

xf

X

for a library.

become inaccurate. Those interested in a particular system or the freld in
general should verify facts independently before drawing any
conclusions. So that the reader can discount any possible bias, it should
also be noted that the author has been personally connected with the
system at
development of two of the systems described, the MELVYL
the IJniversity of California and the TOMUS system marketed by
Carlyle Systems, Inc.
The names of the twenty systems, also shown in table 1, include not
only anthropomorphic names such as "LIJIS,"
"MELVYL,"
"TOMUS,"
and "ULISYS,"
but also initialisms such as "ILS,"
"TLS," and "LCS"; descriptive terms such as "Public Query" and
names more reminiscent of restaurants or TV shows, such
"Inquiry";
as "Maggie's Place" and "PaperChase." Two of the systemshave no
names.
About half were developed by libraries and the other half by
commercial companies. Actually, the line is a fuzzy one; in two cases,
the systems were developed by library institutions and then licensed to
commercial organizations that now distribute them, and in one case the
system was developed by a commercial organization for the library that
now distributes it. Most were designed for single institutions, but nine of
them serve as online union catalogs, a fact that makes them both more
useful and more complex.
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The balance of this paper discusses specific characteristics of
individual systems; first, the functional characteristics, including a
consideration of how the systems get the user started, how they search
for bibliographic records, how they display the records, and how they
assist the user when help is needed; second, a brief mention of some
bibliographic questions; then a bit of information on database
characteristics and technical characteristics; and finally, a word about
costs.
FUUCTTONAL CHARACTERISTIC S
Seencn MerHoo
To begin the search for records, most systems take one of two
approaches. The first is generally called the mcnu approach, meaning
that the user is given a list of options at each step of the search, and
chooses the option wanted by pressing a number or letter on the
keyboard. The other method is usually called the commandapproach,
meaning that the user types in words, letters, or symbols to tell the
computer what to do.
MenuApproach. Here is an example of a simple menu approach.
CHOOSE THE TYPE OF SEARCHYOU WISH TO PEBFORM
1_BY AUTHOR
2_BY TITLE
3-BY SUBJECT
4_OTHER
OR
ENTERATERM
The instructions are brief, and the user merely picks a number to get
started. Here is a similar approach, except that the user picks a letter.
Function: Look up a book
Enter the letter that corresponds to what you
want, then press 'SEND.'
TLook for a book using a TITLE.
ALookforabookusing anAUTHOR.
CLook for a book using a CALL NUMBER.
SLook for a book using a SUBJECT.
XGo back to Main selection menu.
ENTER:
From the standpoint of human engineering, or ergonomics(as it's coming
to be called), the use of the alphabet is better, because there's a
mnemonic value to the letters.
In using the
Some menu approaches are more complicated.

Biblio-Techniques "master menu" (shown in figure 1), four steps are
necessary. The user must first "tab" the cursor on the screen to certain
spaces, and fill in the text to be used in the search; then check the
"corporate and conference words indicator," and ifnecessary tab the
cursor to that position and type "y.r" or "no" to change the indicator
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Figure 1
value; then tab to an arrow to indicate what type of information is to be
retrieved; then press the "ENTER"
key. As with several systems, this
menu can be modifred and simplifred if desired ,by any library using the
system.
In the California system, the user is first greeted by the introductory
screen shown in figure 2. A choice must then be made between the menu
WEICOffi
The university

of

California's

TO MELWT
PrototylE

On-line

MLWL
contains 733,412 reco!ds representing
approxinately
books in the University
libraries.
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r
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* check your

..
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if

rcOKUP node
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(for
(for

nillion

record of books in the UC libraries.
you don't
find what you neeo_ in ilELVYL'

Type the nmber
of the seaEch node you want, then press
Or, for more infornation,
type EBLP and press ruT[rRN.
l.
2.

Catalog
I.3

ner or @casional
users)
users fili.l-iar
eith
COmD

Figure 2
First MELVYL Screen
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Figure 3
SecondMELVYL Screen

approach (here called the "lookup mode") and the command approach.
If the menu approach is chosen, the user must then choose between
searching a particular library's holdings or those of a group of libraries
(see figure 3). The system then allows the user to choose between
searching for author and title, or searching by subject, with this screen:
You may searchfor books in one of two ways:
by AUTHOR and/or TITLE
or by SUBJECT
Type the number you want below or type HELP, then press RETURN.
1. AUTHOR / TITLE search.
2. SUBJECT search.

The user must thus go through three screens before beginning to search
with the menu approach.
CommandApproach.ln the command approach, some systems have no
introductory screens or explanations. The user must learn the
commands elsewhere (from a manual, or a sign, or a library staff
member, or a friend) then start entering commands. Others give the
user a little help with an introductory screen of explanations and an
option to get further instructions. An example from the Mankato system
is shown in figure 4.
The instructions can sometimes be made clearer by including
examples of commands and a brief definition of the system or its scope.
The introductory screen in figure 5, taken from the Carlyle system, is an
illustration. It actually has four components: it explains what the system
is; it explains how to use it (i.e., by typing commands); it gives examples
of valid commands; and it tells how to get more help.
The dividing line between the menu approach and the command
approach can be fuzzy. With the introductory screen from the
Dartmouth system, the user choosesa function by typing what looks like
a command.
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First PALS Screen
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Figure 5
First TOMUS Screen
Welcome to the Dartmouth Libraries On-Line Catalog!
(To correct typing errors, use the BACKSPACE key i"n the upper right)
There is a printed demonstration of this on-line catalog on or near this terminal.
To start searching for a book or information, type SEARCH now.
And be sure to press RETURN after you have reiponded to this and every question.
Search, Browse, List, Explain, Ifelp, Goodbye then press RETURN?
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First LUIS Screen
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After the search element is chosen, the response in the menu approach
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TABLE 2
Access Porl:rs Pnovroro
Online Catalog

Avatar Systems
Beth Israel Hospital
Biblio-Techniques
University of California
Carlvle Svstems
Clarimont Colleges
CLSI
Dallas Public Library
Dartmouth College
DataPhase Systems
Geac International
Inforonics
Library of Congress
Mankato State University
Northwestern University

sv TwtNrv

ONr-rNr Puprrc Ceralocs

Aut Tit Sub Cor UnT

Access Points*
Ser CaN CdN StN OcN Coden DoN

xxxxtxfxfxxxxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxx

xxxxx
xxxxl
xxxxT
xxxxTx
xxx
x x x
OhioStateUniversity
x x x
Pikes Peak Library District
x x x
UniversalLibrarySystems
WashingtonStateUniversity x x x
WashingtonUniversitySchool x x x
of Medicine

xxx
xxxx

XX
XX

XX

XX

xxl
xx
xx
x

xxxx
x
xxxxxx
xxx
x
xlxlxf
XX

x

xx
xxx

X

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

xl
{l

x
xx
xxx
xxxx
xx+x+

* Aut : author; Tit = title; Sub = subject; Cor : corPorate heading; UnT : uniform title;
:
Ser = series title; CaN = call number; CdN = Library of Congress card number; StN
International Stan{ard Book Number or International StandardSerial Number; OcN : OCLC
number; Coden : CODEN number; DoN = document number
{ Accessed through separate index
I Available to staff only

Some systems provide formatting instructions, especially those that
require ihe author's last name f,rrst, followed by a comma, and so forth.
ENTER AUTHOR (AS MUCH AS KNOWN) AT LEAST 3 CHARACTERS.
INCLUDE COMMAS, SPACES,PERIODS OUr,v IF PRESENTIN THE
RECORD: LAST NAME FIRST (EXAMPLE: HENLE,JAMES M.)
One system provides a "work form" to assist in the formatting.
PUBLIC CATALOG AUTHOR SEARCH
MIDDLE NAME
FIRST NAME
LAST NAME
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knows the filing rules well enough to know that "Off-Season Football"
comes before "Off the Wall"), then Olf theRecordwith F.D.R., and
finally Off the Wall. The system then presents a choice of four specific
entries.
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Figure 7
Searching OlJthe lMall in the PAC System: Displays I and 2
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Figure 7 (Continued)
Searching Off the Wall in the PAC System: Displays 3 and 4
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Figure 7 (Continued)
Searching OIJ the Wall in the PAC System: Displays 5 and 6
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Figure 7 (Continued)
SearchingOff theWall in the PAC System:Display 7, Desired Entry

The approach obviously requires a thorough knowledge of the
alphabet, and in practice users end up mumbling the alphabet under
their breath, or asking the librarian for a copy of the alphabet. As a
result, the instruction sheet shown in figure B is now displayed beside
each terminal, with the alphabet printed vertically on the right. CLSI
now provides keyboard terminals as an option as well.
SEancH Corrruexos
In the command approach, the content of a search element is, of
course, preceded by a command. But there is no uniformity or
consensus on what a command language should look like. Here, for
example, are the commands for an author search.
Find Author (or F A)
F Au (or Auk)
Find Personal (or Corporate)
Find Pa (or Ca)
A
A-Ll

AU
>AU
AUT/
PPNK
aauthor$
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PublicAccessGatalogInstructions
2

Touch SfAFf OvER to begin or end
your searcn.

3

t o u c n t h e n a m eo f t h e f i l e y o u w i s h t o
, U T H O RS, U B J E C T
S e a ' C hT: I T L EA

T o u c ht h e e n t r yw h i c h c o m e sa l p h a b e t i c a l loyr
n u m e r i c a l l yb e f o r et h e o n e f o r w h i c h y o u a r e s e a r c h '
ing. Numbersf ile before letters.
Flepeat Step 3 until you see E,gOWSE'
FEVEFSE and S,gOWSE-FOBWAFOat the
bottom of the screen.

9

The entry you are looking for should now
be listed on the screen.lf not, the libraly
does not have it, OF it is listed under
another spelling or heading

now shows you the informa'
Th"
the card catalog gave you. In addit i o n ""ra"n
y
o
u
will see:
tion
O
^ EVK 3 1192 ooooo 7528^ 6/15/81
v Er.rx 3 1192 ooooo 7215e oNSHELF@
1 Code for main libraryor branch
where item is located (code exp l a i n e d o n r e v e r s es i d e o f s h e e t ) .
2 . l l e m n u m b e r f o r e a c h c o P Yo w n e d .

Now touch the term you selected to get a
list of materials the libraryowns

3. Indicates that this copy is checked
out and is due back on the date
snown

It there is more than one entry,continue
to touch SCFOTL UP to see them one by
one.
When you see a title you want, touch it to
g e t c o m p l e t e i n f o r m a t i o n ,i n c l u d i n g
whether copies may be on the shelf or
checked out. (You must wait several
seconds for this intormation.)

4 Indicates this coPy may be on the
shelf Write down the call number
lor locating it Call number is in
the upper left hand corner of
screen.

10

rt tt" call number says ONO/go (on orde0
ot REC'O (received), the matelial has been
ordered or has been received for the
Library'scollection

1 1 f o u c n P A G E N E X Tt o s e e i f t h e r e i s m o r e
information about this item (Repeated
beeps mean all information is on the first
screen.)

A
B

c

D
E
F
G
H
I

J

K
L
M
N

o
P

a
R
s

T
U

v
w
x
Y

z

1 2 t o u c n S I A F I O V E Rt o e n d y o u r s e a r c ho r t o b e g i n
a n o t h e r l.f y o u n e e da s s i s t a n c ea, s k a l i b r a r i a no r
touch HELP.
Figure 8
Note that in the hrst four instances, the command "find"

is explicit,

letters. without much mnemonic value. And in the final instance, since
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the word author does not appear in the command, there are onl2 symbols,
which are placed before and after the content of the search element.
In title searching, at least six systems treat the words as keywords, and
retrieve all titles containing those words anywhere in the title. This
method can be very useful, but it can also retrieve more titles than
wanted. In the California system, a search for War and Peaceretrieves 495
titlesl Three systems-LC,
Mankato, and Washington State-have a
title command that involves a key constructed from the frrst four words,
which effectively specifies that the words be in that order. In the LC
system, for example, a search for The Soundand the Furl is made thus:
PTK SOU,A,T,F
Most systems drop the initial article automatically, but DataPhase,
Northwestern, Ohio State, and lJniversal require the user to do this;
DataPhase, in fact, instructs the user to try it without the initial article,
and if the title is not found, to try it with the initial article.
For subject searching, at least six system'srequire that the exact LC
subject heading be used, with the commas and dashes in place.
Northwestern and Ohio State encourage the user to search the printed
LC subject heading list first.
Several systems allow "combination" searches. The most common is
an author/title key, composed of three to ten characters of the author's
name, and four to ten characters of the title. Claremont has a special
command that allows the user to combine an author freld and/or a title
with a subject term, in a predetermined format. Figure 9 shows a search
using this command. In the menu option of the California system, the
subject search actually searches for the words entered in both subject
headings and in titles, so that the user normally finds something even if
the term used is not in the LC subject heading list. Similarly, the author
search also searches automatically for the author's name used as a
subject as well.
Four systems allow the user to search for a term in any indexed freld;
in the Daitmouth system, in fact, the fields that may be searched include
practically the full MARC record, except for a few frxed fields. The user
can also search the notes in the Beth Israel and LC systems; by the
publisher in Washington State; and by the name of the course and/or
instructor (for reserve books) in Geac and ULISYS.
LrrrnrrNc aNo BnoeonNrNc Seancnes
In many systems, the "find" function is only one of several searching
techniques. Of the other techniques, the most useful and therefore the
most common are those that allow the user to limit a search or broaden
it. There are at least five such functions: Boolean logic connectioni; a
"backup" function; limiting by another search element; limiting by
library; and truncation.
The use of Boolean connectors-that is, joining search terms with a
( (n61" -either
logical " and , " " or ," q1
limits the search or broadens it,
depending on which connecting word is used ("and" and "not" limit
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CODE LETTER:

E POR gELP:

D FOR CODE LIST:
BITn'Y

BOOLEAN SEANCEITTSI'BJECT

WITE

E

KtrI{ORDS

IN AOTEOR AI|D,/OR TITLE
E}ITER FIRST

SEINCS

KEY

EENLE
ENTER SECOM

SBARCE Ktr

INP IN ITES II,IAI,
EMER

{3 CEARACTERS OR ilOru

SI'BJECT

OF EURY)

cArcnuts

NO. I

Kl

:EmE

K2

: ImINITESII,'AL

cAICttLOS
OA 303

SPRGUE

05

DTEUDoNNE, JN.
cArcuL

EERI{N,

rxrrNrrEsruAr,/PNrs,

1958.

479.,/(C
NO.2

KI
K2

: If,PItIfiSIMAI

"otoTrit"*.
EHLE,

JMES

IMINITESIT'AI,

oA 303 E{sE
M.
CAICUil'S

/

JMS

U.

EMLE'

EI'GNE

KLBI

Figure 9
Combined Author/Title/Subiect SearchProvided by TLS

the search, "or" broadens it). In the following search, the use of "and"
narrows the search to a manageable number of records.
FIND SU SAILING
Searchrequest: FIND SU SAILING
99 recordsat UC libraries
Searchresult:
AND SU OCEAN
Searchrequest: FIND SU SAILING AND SU OCEAN
5 recordsat UC libraries
Searchresult:
In most systems using Boolean logic, the combination need not be made
in a stepwise fashion but can be made immediately, i.e., as a part of a
single command.
Find su computersand su libraries
SSOLARENERGY + RESEARCH
find s water conservation not s soil conservation
find s banking and (s maryland or s pennsylvania)
As indicated in table 3, half of the twenty systems provide some Boolean
logic capabilities. Note that this technique is much like the preformatted
"combination"
searches discussed earlier, except that the user may
of indexes and terms to be made.
choose the particular combination
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TABLE 3
eNo Ltrtlt'rINc SEARcHES
Puslrc Cntelocs

Mprrroos or Bnonorxrlc
rN TwrNrv Onlrln
onlinecatalog

Avatar Systems
Beth Israel Hospital
Biblio-Te chniques
University of California
Carlyle Systems
Claremont Colleges
CLSI
Dallas Public Library{
Dartmouth College
DataPhaseSystems
Geac International
Inforonics
Library of Congress
Mankato State University
Northwestern University
Ohio StateUniversity
PikesPeak Library Districtl
Universal Library Systems{
Washington State University
Washington University School
of Medicinb

Boolean ou,"

Iang.

da*
Lib. Backrp Trunc.

"wildcd."

xxxx
x
xf
x
x
xl
x

xxx
xx
xxxx
xx
xxx
XX

x
x

x
x
x
x

xx
x
xxxxx
x
X

of datcs.
* Boolean = "andi'
"or," or "not" command. Date : publicationdate or range
Backup : .gg1Slgl".returntoprevious
Lib. : holdinglibrary.
Lang. : Languageoftext.
:
omission of
= omission of frial letteis in command' "Wild Cd "
.t"g€of **."t?h.hrtr,..
random middle letters.
combinations ofsearch elements.are possible ,
f Searches by predetermined
j Th.r. ,yrt"-,
do not use these methods of broadening and limiting searches

A.obackup" command expands the search. This is particularly-useful
when a Boolean command has limited the search too much; the
"backup" command then allows the user to return to the previous state
of the search without having to begin the search again, as illustrated
here.
find su energy
Searchrequest: FIND SU ENERGY
27lO recordsat UC libraries
Searchresult:
and su environment
Search request: FIND SU ENERGY AND SU ENVIRONMENT
4 records at UC libraries
Search result:
backup
Previous results are:
Search request: FIND SU ENERGY
27lO rccotds at UC libraries
Search result:
Limiting

by adding another search element,

such as date and language,

is very iln.tt tit. iBoolean "arrd," except that in most systemsit is a
separ;te command. Sevensystemsallow the user to limit by date, and
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five by language (see table 3). In addition, the online union catalogs
allow the search to be limited to a particular library, a technique that can
also help to narrow down a search.
Truncation is a means of expanding the search; a string of characters
retrieves any term starting with those characters. Sixteen systems
provide this capability. In seven, the truncation is implicit; that is, all
terms beginning with the characters entered are automatieally retrieved
whether this result is wanted or not. and a selection must then be made
from among the terms retrieved. In the other systems, the truncation
must be made explicit, usually by adding a pound sign after the string of
characters. For example:
Searchrequest: FIND SU LIBRAB# AUTOMATION
Searchresult: 136recordsat UC libraries
Only one system-Mankato-provides
so-called middle truncation.
Middle truncation is really the use of a symbol as a "wild card"
and
character; for example, "wom?n"
retrieves both "woman"
"women. " This feature can help deal with spelling problems; if the user
can never remember how to spell "receive," for example, he can type
" r e c ? ? v e ."
Another aid to searching is the so-called browsing function. In five
systems, a command such as "browse" allows the user to seethe indexes
themselves, sometimes with cross-references. Here is an example.
Browserequest: BROWSE SU VOLCAN#
Browseresult:
140 subjectheadingsfound in the subject index
1. Birds - l,4ss61 Volcanic National Park
2. Camping - Hawaii - Hawaii Volcanoes National Park Guide-books
J.

4.
J.

Hawaii Volcanoes
Hekla (Volcano)
- Hawaii
Hiking
Guide-books

National
-

Hawaii

Park -

Guide-books

Volcanoes

National

Park -

6. Lassen Volcanic National Park
7. Lassen Volcanic National Park - Ilistorv
8. Mud volcanoes - Azerbaijan - Lok-Bafan
9. Myojin-sho (Volcano)
10. Nyamlagira (Volcano)
11. Nyiragongo Volcano
12. Paricutin (Volcano)
13. Seismological research - Hawaii Kilauea Volcano
14. Seismology - Hawaii Kilauea Volcano
15. Soufriere, Guadeloupe (Volcano) - Eruption, 1798
16. Teneguia (Volcano)
17. Tetela de Volcan. Mexico - Economic conditions
18. Tetela de Volcan, Mexico - Politics and government
Press RETURN (or type NS) to see the next screen.
In seven other systems, this function is implicit in the way the search
operates: the result of a search is always a display ofthe term surrounded
by adjacent terms in the index, from which a specific term may be
selected.
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A unique searching aid is the "keyword approximation search" at the
Washington University School of Medicine . If nothing is found under
the term entered, the system drops trailing s's, double consonants, and
vowels, then attempts to match the remaining consonants with terms in
the indexes. In effect, it operates as a spelling-checker. In the following
example, surger)is misspelled, but the system nevertheless completes the
search.
BOOKS BY KEYWORD / DATE:
ENTER KEYWORD(S), RECORD # OR RETURN FOR EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING FIVE ITEMS:
(DO NOT USE ABBREVTATTONSOR TNTTTALS-USE ONLY WORDSOF
WHICH YOU ARE SURE)
AUTHOR
PARKEB
TITLE
SERGERY
SUBJECT
(ANY)
SERIES
(ANY)
DATE(S)
1900TRYING KEYWORD SEARCH: - NO BOOK CONTAINED ALL
KEYWORDS
TRYING KEYWORD APPROXIMATION SEARCH:
CALL#
RECORD #
WE 17 W564a 1981
35472
Atlas of pelvic surgery. .
Wheeless,Clifford R.
359L9
Early History of surgeryin . . .
WO 11 FA1 P239e1920
Parker, George
Rrcono DrsprRys
Once a search has been completed through one or more of these
techniques, what happens? In many of the systems, there is an
automatic display in a particular format. In eight of the systems,
however, the results are reported first, so that if more records have been
retrieved than are really wanted, one of the limiting devices mentioned
earlier can be used. Conversely, if too few have been retrieved, the
search can be broadened. In six of these eight systems, the search is also
confirmed, so that the user knows how the system interpreted what was
typed.
find su mistaks
Searchrequest: FIND SU MISTAI(S
Searchresult:
0 recordsat UC libraries
The number of different display formats used in a single system varies
from one to five. As indicated in table 4, two systems have only one;
seven systems have two; eight systems have three; two systems have four
formats each; and one system, Mankato, has five, including two
different forms of what I have called "brief."
An "index?' display, usually consisting of only one or two lines, is
found in fourteen systems. Two examples are shown in frgure 10. Some
of them do not include the call number, and a separate screen must be
requested to obtain that information.
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TABLE 4
Typns on Drspley
Online Catalog

Avatar Systems
Beth Israel Hospital
Biblio-Techniques
University of California
Carlvle Svstems
Claremont Colleges
CLSI
Dallas Public Library
Dartmouth College
DataPhaseSystems
Geac International
Inforonics
Library of Congress
Mankato State University
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
Pikes Peak Library District
{Jniversal Library Systems
Washington State University
Washington University School
of Medicine

rN Twrxry
Index

x
X

x

X
X
X
X

x
X
x
X
x
x

ONr-rNe Puslrc
Brief
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x*
x
x
x
x
x

Cerer-ocs
Full

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

MARC

x
X

x

x
x
x
X
x
X

* Two different forms of brief entry are available

Sixteen systemshave a brief bibliographic display, usually including
brief author, title, imprint, and call numbers.
LO DRBU.
GF75-C65-L974.
ME Commonet, Batry, l9l7TI The closing circle: tratute, man, & technology / Barry Commoner.
IM New York: Bantam Books c1974
SU Pollrrtion
Search Request: FIND PA COMMONER AND TI CLOSING CIRCLE
Search result:
2 records at UC libraries
1. Commonet, Barry, l9l7The closing circle; nature, man and technology. 1st ed.
New York, Knopf, 1971
UCI Main LibcF75.C65
UCSC McHenry GF75.C65
UCSD Central ttZS.CAS
UCSD Cluster GF75.C65
2, Commoner, Barry, 7917The closing circlel nature, man, and technology.
New York, Bantam Books 1972, cL97l
UCSDCentralGFT5.C6S
L972

Eighteen systems have a full bibliographic display, with all or most of
the bibliographic information found on a catalog card. In only one or
two cases, however, is the information arranged as it is on a card. In
most systems, the information is in tabular form, with the different parts
labeled.
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Figure 10
Index Displays by ULISYS and LUIS
Searchrequest: FIND SU LIBRAR# AUTOMATION
136recordsat UC libraries
Searchresult:
1.
Author:
Title:

Series:
Notes:
Subjects:

Other entries:

ACM Conference on Management fssues in Automated
Cataloging, Chicago, L977,
Requiem"ioiihe cardcatalog : management issues in automated
c'ataloging / edited by Daiiel Gorel Josep-hKimbrough, and
Peter Spyirs-Duran. Westport, Conn. : Greenwood Press,
r979.
xvi, 200 p. : ill. ;24 cllr.
New directions in librarianship ; no. 2. Ol47-lO9O
Includes index.
Machine-readable bibliographic data - Congresses.
Library catalogs - Congresses.
Libraries - Automation - Congresses.
Library administratiop - Qeag165365.
Spyers-Duran, Peter.
Gore. Daniel.
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Call Numbers:

Kimbrough, Joseph.
Associated Colleges of the Midwest.
Z,699.A1R46 (CU'LSL)
LibSchlib
UCB
2699.Al Ar81977 (CU'A)
Main Lib
UCD
2699.Al LrB 1977 (CU-I)
Main Lib
UCI

UCLA
ucLA

Ens/Math
URL

z6se.Ar ArBre77(cl,q-Py-s)
2699.Ar ALz1977(CLU-URL)

UCR

General

"'iitiffi?6',il1qf'
2699.AI R46 (CU-Riv)

UcsB
ucsD

Library
centrai

LBL Main

z69s.Ar LI9 Le77(cq-qry)
2699.Al LrB 1977(CU-SCu)

Some recent research seems to indicate that this kind of format is preferable to the narrative, or paragraph, form of the catalog card, and
makes it possible for users to interpret the information much more
quickly.'Particularly to be avoided are displays like the following, which
is not only strung together in a run-on fashion, but interlarded with extraneous and distracting symbols
FXF:AMI/100-10:HARRIS,DAVID Y. 1245-[4:THE GEOLOGIC STORY OF
THE NATIONAL PABKS AND MONUMENTS / !C DAVID V. HARRIS.
l25O-z2DED. /260-O:FORTCOLLINS : !B COLORADO STATE
UNMRSITY FOUNDATION PRESS,lC 1978./300- :SV, 325P. z !B Ill.; !C
25CM. /650- O:GEOLOGY !Z UNITED STATES. /650- O:NATIONAL
PARKS AND BESERVES!Z UNITED NATURAL MONUMENTS !Z
UNITED STATES./
Five systems also provide a full MARC display, in some cases showing the variations in cataloging among member libraries as well. Figure
1l is an example from the California system, which takes six screens.
Presumably only library staff are interested in such displays.
Two systems display the authority file, and one of them, BiblioTechniques, actually has three authority file displays: one with the headings only, one with the cross-references and notes, and one complete
with tags.
Finally, two systems, California and Biblio-Techniques, allow the
user to display certain selected fields alone. Here, for example, is a display from the California system showing subject fields only.
Searchrequest: FIND SU LIBRAR# AUTOMATION
Searchresult: 136 recordsat UC libraries
1.
Subjects: Machine-readablebibliographic data - Congresses.
Library catalogs - Congresses.
Libraries - Automation - Congresses.
Library administration - Congresses.

2.
Subjects:

3.
Subjects:

Library catalogs on microfilm.
Computer output microfilm devices Computer output microfilm devices -

Library fittings and supplies.
Libraries - Mechanical aids.
Libraries - Automation.
Press RETURN (or type NS) to see the next screen.

Library applications.
Libraries - Automation.
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Search
Search

request:
result:

PIND SU LfBRAR+ AUTOITATION
136 recorals at UC libraries

I.

tt00017068
STA p
REC d
EINC DCF i
CSC
EnT 780830
INT
INX I
GOV
CTY CtU
FSC O
BIO
COfl
ILS A
pD s1979
REP
ltEI 0 CNP I
FIC 0
t{OD
N
eng
010
7aoo7L29
IC.BER-G,DAV-G,IRV-G,LA-p,rA-c,RIV-G,SD-c,SB-G,BL
020
0313206082 :
Sc 517.50
IC,BBR-G,DAV-G,IRV-G,R-p,rA-c,RrV-c,Src,SB-c,I.BL
035
$l 0001 sa Rrv/cRsc
RrV-c
sc rc4496165 sz 810210
035
S* 0002 ga IRv 9c 0C4496165 $s 0133558 $z 810210
IRv-c
035
Sf 0003 Sa sB $c 0c4495I65 $z 810210
sB-c
035
$f 0004 Sa LA,/CLm $c (rc4496165 9z 810210
LA-c
03s
$f 0005 Sa n/c[m
k-P
$c 0c,r49616s $z 810210
035
$l 0006 sa sDlcusl
sD-c
$c 0c/r496165 gz 810210
035
St 0007 Sa BER Se R1,I1554266 $s 61494793 Sz 810410
BR-c
035
DAV-G
$l 0008 sa DAv $e mt4SsT4ao
$r 5160?60
sz a10110
035
$t 0009 $a LBL Se RLI9883099 $z 810410 BL
0/t0
DL Sc DLC IC,DAV-G
040
DIC $c DLA Sd CU-Riv
RIv-c
0,10
DL Sc DL
IRv-c
Sd CU-I
(necord I continues
on tbe nelt
screen.)
Press RET(rRN (or type NS) to see the next screen.
(continued)
1.
010
DL
SB-c
Sc DIC Sd CU-SB
040
DI,c $c DIC $d CLO
LA-P,IA-G
040
Drc Sc DIC $d CU-S
SrG
040
DIC $c DI. $d CU
BER_G
040
DIC Sc DI. $d CULbI
LBL
050 0
2599.A1 Sb AI8 1977
TC,DAV-G,rRV-€,B-P,LA-G,SrG,SB-c,GL
050 0
2699.A1 Sb R46
BR-G,RIV-G
042
0 25 . 3/ 0 ?-a/ 5 1
: rc, BR-G, DAV-G, rRV-G, IA-P, LA-G,RIV-G,src,SB-G,
LBL
090
St 0007 $c z599.AlR'16 Se BR Sf Cu-LSL Sg LibschLib
Bm-c
$z LsL
090
$* 0008 Sa 2699.Al
$b AI8 1977 $e DAv 9f CU-A Sg Main Lib $p Sal Sz
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MELVYL's Full MARC Display
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Figure 11 (Continued)
MELVYL's Full MARC Display
This feature can be particularly helpful if the user is trying to determine
what the proper LC heading is. For example, the popular term can be
used in a title search; then, if some records are retrieved, the subject
fields can be displayed, and the appropriate subject headings noted; and
a subject search can then be made on these terms. The feature is also
useful in discovering related terms that might not have occurred to the
user.
IJsen AssrsrerrlcB
So far this paper has discussed the way these systems get the user
started, allow searching of various bibliographic fields, and display the
results. In most cases,however, these functions are not enough to ensure
that the user can find what is wanted easily and effectively. In addition to
the various searching and display techniques, therefore, most of the catalogs incorporate additional methods of what may be called, generically,
user assrstance.
Probably the most helpful means of assistance is the use of common
English, and the avoidance ofjargon, computerese, symbols of the type
commonly used by programmers, and what Neville'has called
"Biblish"-that
is, the kind of cant perpetuated by catalog cards and
other bibliographic records. A few examples follow; keep in mind that
these instructions are ostensibly for users who encounter the catalog and
computer terminals relatively infrequently.
THE ONLINE CATALOG IS A MODULE WITHIN THE CIRCULATION
SUBSYSTEM,AND IS INTENDED FOR PUBLIC USE. YOU MAY USE A
LIGHT PEN TO READ THE BARCODE NUMBER OR TYPE IN THE
BARCODE NUMBER AND PRESSCONTROL AND "R"
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
FOR "FAST SCANNING" RECORDSCOLLECTED WITH THE ..C,A,T,Y,
qB S" CODES,INSERT "F" (FAST FORWARD)or "R" (FAST REVERSE)
IN 2ND CHARACTER POSITION.
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The optional field-type identifiers can be used following a logical connector and
preceding the word or words they pertain to.
The format requested was unclear. T'he command should be entered:
DSET#/FORMAT/DISPLAYOPTION
Format:
Example: D I/LTTL/ABST
YOU HAVE ATTEMPTED TO CHANGE THE TYPRUN OPTION, WHOSE
VALUE IS FIXED FOR YOUR TERMINAL AND CANNOT BE CHANGED.
THE VALUE OF THE TYPRUN OPTION FOR THIS TERMINAL IS
"$TYPRUN."
INITIALIZATION
COMPLETE
Another diffrculty with language is that it can be either too terse or too
verbose. If it is too terse, the user is left wondering at the meaning, and
Imagine a user confronted only
perhaps thirsting for more information.
with the following instructions:
Look for:
Enter inquiry request
If is too verbose, on the other hand, the user rapidly grows impatient
having to plow through all the text before getting on with it.
Here are some examples of language that is a bit more friendly.

at

To search the ILS online catalog you must first identify the type of se,archyou
wish to perform. For instance, il you watrt items by a given author, choose the
AUTHOR search: if vou know the title of the desired item, .
To search for books in the catalog, type FIND, followed by the index you wish to
search, followed by the keywords you want to search in that index.
Your search, FIND SUBJECT ENERGY, found 136 records at Colleges of
Mid-America.
You may choose the type of search you want by touching the appropriate word
on the screen.
To find out what to do now, type OPTIONS (or O)
I don't have an explanation for that topic. Did you type it wrongr perhaps?
Ask your librarian for assistance.
In addition to making the language clear, simple, and not too chatty,
there are at least five other methods of assistance that an online catalog
error messages, help messages' and tucan provide: editing, prompting,
torials.
Provision for simple editing is one of the most common methods of
so that the backspace can
assistance. Usually the system is programmed
be used to erase mistakes; at least seven systems do this. Additionally,
key to stoP a display and
some systems allow the user to push a "break"
go on to whatever comes next, clearly a helpful feature for people who
are impatient or in a hurry.
Another kind of assistance is the prompt message, examples of which

follow.
ENTER AUTHOR'S LAST NAME
DO yOU WISH TO ADD TO YOUR SEARCH?(YES/NO)
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FOR A BEVIEW OF COMMANDS TYPE "IIELP'' OR "2''
Type SUBJECT words below or typeHELP, then press BETURN
Press RETURN to see the next screen

No entries found
No match found-try
again?
No copies exist in this agency
A step above this are the systems which provide a variety of error messages tailored to the nature of the error, but unfortunately
in bibliographic or computer jargon that may not be very effective in helping the
user correct the mistake.
r
i i +*CCMBOOO2_

OPEBATOR
OR
RIGHT

SCORPIO COULD NOT FIND AN EXPECTED
OPERATOR OR RIGHT PARENTHESIS AFTER ONE
OF THE SET NUMBERS IN THE LAST COMMAND.
CHECK FOR BALANCED PARENTHESES. MISSING
ORMISSPELLEDOPERATOR.
FORMAT:
COMBSET#OPERATORSET#
EXAMPLE:
COMB l AND 2

PARENTHESIS?
Nor 3
READ'
*"fu"#-*$nT$f)
"o*

A modifyilg command (such as AND, AND NOT, or OR) cannot be used to start
a search. Use FIND instead.
Your command, FIND SUBJECT, does not include any terms to search.
Please retype,
Your command must include an inder name after FIND.
Type HELP for valid index names.
Iou m_ustperform a BROWSE before you can SELECT any fields.
To look at your search result, use the DISPLAY command.
Related to the error message is the help message. Whereas error messages appear automatically
when an error is made , help messages nor-
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mally appear only if the user asks for them, usually by typing "help" or
a question mark, or selecting the "help" option from a menu.
At least three systems have no help messages. Three or four others
have only one, usually an introductory screen explaining the commands
recognized by the system, and perhaps one other general set of instructions. Here is an example.
PPL HELP
Command
Ald.ata
Bldata
Cldata
El
Fl
Lldata
N/
S/data
Tldata
Xl

choices:
= Author search
= Barcode search
= Call number search
= Expand this record
= Forward
= LCCN search
= Next author/title
= Subject search
= Title search
= Exit program

Eleven of the twenty systems have a more extensive inventory of help
messages, ranging from seven in the Northwestern
system to a high of

155 in the California system. In the more elaborate systems, help messages fall into two categories: czntextualhelp messages, which appear after the command "help" and provide information specific to the point in
the search session where you've asked for help; and addressable
help messages, which provide information on specifirctopics and can be called up
on command from any point in a search.
Contextualhelp messages normally occur when an error message has
been received, and the user then asks for more information by typing
"help. "
*

FISUWARANDPEACE
SEARCHREQUEST: FISUWARANDPEACE
SEARCH RESULT:
159recordsat UC libraries
* DIS FULL
The word FULL cannot be usedin a DISPLAY command
- HELP
You have typed a DISPLAY commandwhich contains a word that is not
recognizedby the system.Pleaseretype your command, making sure that you
have used the correct command words.
For further instruction, type:
HELP DISPLAY
Find su warr
Search request3 FIND SU WABR
Search result:
0 records at UC libraries
HELP
Your search,
FIND SUWARR
does not retrieve any books from UC libraries. First check the spelling ofyour
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search request to be sure that MELVYL is looking for what you really want.
Then be sure you are searching the correct indexes.
Even if you do not retrieve any books, what you warrt may still be-in the library.
The on-iine catalog contains ricords for only a small Percentageofthe books in
the University. Chieck your local catalog for a more complete representation of
the books in your library.
For further details in the construction of search requests, type:
HELP KEYWORD
HELP INDEX
HELP SEARCH

HELPCONJUNCTION HELPTRUNCATE
messages. In the.first,
The following two examples are addressablehelp
the user has asked for help on commands, and in the second the user has
asked for more information on the display formats available.
HELP COMMAND
A commandis an instruction given to TOMUS. After typing a command,press
the RETURN key to let TOMUS receivethe command.
Every commandmust begin with a valid word' The following words are valid:
STOP
SELECT
LOGOFF
DISPLAY
AND
SET
OR
END
ANDNOT
sHow
PS
FIND
AT
START
HELP
BBOWSE
QUIT
Any command word may be abbreviated down to 3 letters- FIND, HELP and
DISPLAY may be abbreviated to 1 letter-that is, F, H and D.
If you try to typ€ a command that does not begin with one of the words listed
above, TOMUS will send an error messageto explain what went wrong.
For further information about any of these commands, type HELP followed by
the particular commandl for example, HELP FIND'
HELP DISPLAY
After vour search has found some records, use the DISPLAY command to see the
Type DISPLAY followed by the number or numbers of the records yo-u
"."o.dr.
want to t... If you type DISPLAY without any record numbers, you will see all
of the records.
To see more than one record but not all of them, use a blank or a comma to
separate the numbers; for example, DISPLAY 1 3 5, or DISPL Y 1,3,5. To see
a iange of numbers, use a hyphen; for example' DISPLAY 10-20.
You may also specify anothet display format. The normal format contains the
basic biLliograihic itrfo.-ation 6n the book, the call number, and the location.
The other formats are BRIEF, FULL and MARC.
BRIEF consists of onlv one or two lines per record' Use it to look at a large
number of records to decide which ones to look at more closely.
FULL consists of all the information in the record, including notes.
MARC contains the computer taqs and other technical information.
For more information on tlie forma'ts' type HELP followed by the format name.
The command DISPLAY may be abbreviated to DIS, DI, or simply D.
Some examples of valid DISPLAY

DISPLAY
DIS 1-10

commands

are:

DISPLAY BRIEF

D

D236MARC

D FULL

D2,3,6FVLL
DI 2-6 BRIEF

In the California system, there is also a provision for automat!9ally
recognizing when a user may be in trouble, and providing help. If the
same errorls made three times in succession, the appropriate help message is automatically displayed.
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where they are known or available, range from half a million to several
million dollars.

CoNcr,usroNs
Several general conclusions about existing online public catalogs can
be made. First, of course, the number of online systems is growing. The
field is also evolving rapidly, a fact best seen by comparinglhe early systems with later ones.
Second, neither of the two basic approaches to searching-menu and
command-has become dominant. In fact. libraries and users seem to
prefer having both, and some of the systems obligingly provide both.
Observation and comparison of the systems can also lead to some tentative conclusions about what characteristics online systems shouldhave.
Such conclusions are admittedly risky and subjective, and perhaps
should be considered suggestions or notes toward a philosophy of online
catalogs, rather than fixed conclusions based on evidence.
o Menus. should probably be mnemonic where possible, rather than
numerlc.
o Commands should use conimon, descriptive English words, or
mnemonic abbreviations, or both. They should also imply that the
user is in charge, and be "friendly" in tone.
o The langu.age of the system should be simple, plain, and free ofjargon. It should also be relatively terse, but with branches to more
extensive text if the u'Serwants it.

o Browsing the indexes is a great help, especially in subject searching.
o Display formats should probably include an "index" format, with
one or two lines, and a "brief ' format. A full bibliographic format
is also desirable. Less clear, however, is whether a MARC format is
really needed.
. IJser assistance devices should include prompts, error messages,
and help messages.
o Prompts should be very brief, so as not to delay the experienced
user unnecessarily.
o Error messages should indicate specifically what went wrong, and
what can be done about it. They should also be positive in tone and
free ofjargon.
o Help messages should appear in answer to help requests at any
point, and provide specific help suggestions appropriate to that
point in the search.
. Hardware and software should be adequate to handle the size of the
data files expected, and provide responses within about five seconds.
Those who are interested in pursuing idealism further may want to
consult the very elaborate specifications for an online catalog prepared
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by the Consortium to Develop an On-line Catalog, or CON?OC, with
the assistanceofJoe Matthews and Associates. These are available from
the chair of the ionsortium, Robert Miller, at the University of Notre
Dame Libraries.

the numbers are even higher. The comments are even more encouraging: users say things like "it's fantastic!" "the greatest thing since sliced
br6ad," "I iound-l35 books on my subject in less than two minutes,"
"cuts research time in half, " "terrific, " and perhaps the most common
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ond Consfrointsin
InformotionSeeking
Leigh Estobrook

TI

Hrs pApERcoNcERNSthe social and psychological effects on users of
the introduction of the online catalog in libraries. Within that framework, the argument put forth is that users' accessto information is inextricably bound up with the social context within which it is made available. Conversely, our decisions about how to provide access to
information are bound up with our social and cultural systems.
Let me begin, however, with two preliminary points. First, I would
argue, technology is not inevitability. Although libraries have become
heavily committed to the online catalog as a solution to certain of their
technical and economic problems, the adoption of any specific technology is not predetermined. Indeed, it is not a given that the solution to a
library's problems is technological at all. Take, for example, the problem of bibliographic accessfor public users-basically, the identification
of materials that are needed for and useful to research, school assignments, or general information problems. The online catalog is one solution to that problem and the profession continues to seek ways to improve its utility through enhancement of Library of Congress subject
headings, expansion of bibliographic points of access,and other means.
Alternatives to this technologically-intensive solution do exist. It could
be possible, for example, for a library to hire a cadre of unemployed or
underemployed Ph.D's, in a variety of subject areas, whose responsibility it would be to read reviews and research, to peruse bookstores, to
attend conferences, and to engage in other activities that would enable
them to act as specialists with extensive subject knowledge to be tapped
by users. (I don't want to get into a debate about the relative merits of
this labor-intensive solution versus the computer: my purpose is only to
stress the need to recognize that computerized systems are not the only
possible solution to or ganizational problems. )
Leigh Estabrook, associateprofessor,Schooloflnformation Studies, SyracuseIJniversity, pr^esented
this paper onJuly 9,1982, at the "Prospects for the Online Catalog"
preconterence.
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In looking then at the social and psychological effects of the introduc.
tion of the online catalog, I assume-that we cannot separate our technoIogical choices from the social matrix in which those choices are made
and the social contexts of their implementation. These points may be
made most clearly if we examine several of the major changes to public
and profess.ionaluse ofthe catalog that result from 6nline ryit.-r
ind in
turn examine some of the uniniended social effects of each of these
changes.
EFFECTS oF THE ONLINE CaTeT,oc
ON PUBLIC USERS
For public users, there seem to be three major differences between the
online catalog and hard-copy/paper or micr-oform formats: first, most
obviously,. o_nlinecatalogs ire iomputerized; second, they are or have
the potential to be distributed; and third, they may be unifred.
CovpurnnrzATroN

use.
The lack of transparency of the system interacts with users' tendencies
to believe blindly in the results that it gives. A recent study offers some
insight into this problem.' ResearcherJ, it is reported, tooi< a sample of
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well-educated people, each of whom scored very well in a test to,estimate
numbers (e.g.-, 7i1x 843) without the use of paper and pencil or hand
calculator. fhese individuals were then asked to make a series of estimates of answers to problems and to check their estimates against the
actual results from hind calculators. The calculators were programmed
to give answers increasingly at variance from the true answer. As we
might expect, a high percentage of the subjects in the study did not question the ialculators' l.ts*.rs. Instead, they questioned their own comseventh_-grader questioned
putational skills. There is some hope-one
-first
When the researcher
problem.
on
the
the
calculator
results
of
ihe
asked, "You think there might be some problem with the calculator?"
the kid answered, "Of courie, my calculator at home is always going
out. " Perhaps the development of computer literacy in the next generation will result in more such iconoclasts.
When we combine this lack of transparency of the online system and
the tendency for users of computers to trust excessively in^their-results, it
would seem likely that userJof online catalogs may in fact obtain less
information than they seek and to believe in the completeness of their
search even more than they might were they using paper catalogs.
I might also add a cautionary note about the current emphasis on designing "user-friendly" catalog systems. Once again, there is a tradeofT. WLite it is important to devElop systems that are forgiving and helpful to the user (h-ow many of us have kicked some computer while we
tried to tell it "off, " and it-kept responding to our various symbols with a
question mark?), the more uier-frlendly i system is, the more likely we
are to endow it with powers it does not possess.
Drsrnrsureo

Svsreus

The second major difference between the online and hard-copy catalog is the potential for the online catalog to be available to public users at
tr.irn..orrr remote locations. Although i book or fiche catalog can also be
made available in multiple copies, ihere are many more limitations; a
user with a terminal and modem, for example, can use the Syracuse Sulirs from his or her home.
Distributed systems provide many additional opportunities for users
to obtain physical acceJsto the catalog. At the same time, implementation of suih iystems has the potential for radically changing the ways in
which libraries are used by ttie public and the relationships between public and professional librarians.
In thiir most fully developed form, distributed catalogs offer the user
the opportunity to search foi and request library materials without ever
..rt..itrg the library building. And I understand that at least one university libr"ary has planned a syste..t for delivering materials to fulfill these
..q.r.rtr.t To -utty users. such a possibility is nirvana-one never needs
to drive, walk, or otherwise becohe inconvenienced to go to the library
to go through ihe rigmarole of locating and checking out materials. The
traie-off foi such c6nvenience is thaipublic users miss the new-books
shelf, lose the opportunity to pick up a recent magazine or newspaper'
and-perhaps most significantly-lose the chance to browse among re-
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lated items. In a sense, users return to a completely closed stacks system.
It is important that we recognize these trade-offs because the social
effects are not trivial. Individuals who do not come to the library are less

tized.
IJNrnno Svsreus

users.

that public use.
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EFFEcTS oF THE ONT TTnCATALoG
ON PROFESSIONAL USTNS
Computerization, distribution, and unification of online catalog systems also have psychological and social effects on those professional users in libraries.
CoNlpurenrzATroN
For a library worker, the computerized catalog tied to OCLC or to
another utility savesduplication of effort by providing accessto the cataloging records ofother organizations. It also provides indirect accessto
some of the holdings of other libraries and the possibility of obtaining
cataloging information more rapidly. The benefits are great; so, too, the
costs.
Psychologically, those who work with the computerized catalog are
distanced from the substance of their work. There is that lack of transparency of the computerized system-the problem of knowingwhat goes
on behind the screen-of knowing what really is in the database. There
is the loss of that intimacy with materials in the collection that comes
from working closely enough with an item to be able to say what it is
about for cataloging and classification.
Within libraries the introduction of the computerized catalog is gradually changing the shape of the technical services labor force. Although
few libraries have fired professional catalogers to replace them with nonprofessionals, there is evidence that the majority of cataloging staff are
increasingly hired from the nonprofessional labor force. This shift has
resulted from the increasing routinization of work as less original catafact that should be noted by
loging is done within many libraries-a
those concerned about librarians' resistance to change in the face ofnew
technology. If we look at hiring patterns, however, and the changes in
the work structure, we may want to consider the extent to which resistance to computerized and subsequently online cataloging may be a survival mechanism for those in the affected labor market.
Not only is the structure of the cataloging labor force changing but
also the social context of the work. Workers are more subject to the pacing of the computer than to their own rhythms and interests. Although I
have not seen much evidence yet of productivity goals for library staff,
connection to the online catalog also makes it easier for worker performance to be measured. Finally, cataloging through an online systemsitting individually at a video-display terminal and talking to the big
computer in Ohio or wherever-is an isolating experience, quite different from working in a group with several catalogers and sharing informdly on working problems.
IJurrreo Svsrernrs
Unified systems that tie together acquisitions, cataloging, and other
functions also greatly improve accessfor professional users of the online
catalog. I rememberwell (and with pain) one of my frrst jobs in an acquisitions department. It involved the traditional searching and verifying
through catalogs, the LC-slip file, the on-order file, the in-process file,
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the dead file, and I can't remember what else. It was excruciatingly boring and error prone.
As indicated in my discussion of public users, however, implementation of unified systems raises important political issues of power among
user groups (in this case, the different departments in the library) concerned with the design of the computerized system. Since not all desired
features can be incorporated into any one system, conflicts can emerge
over systems design. As a result, it may happen that computer programmers and software developers may have greater authority in the design
of the system than might have been the case had one articulate professional user group been negotiating issues of structure and design.
Unihed systems also offer the potential for inbreased centralization
and control by library management. Again, I think libraries have been
somewhat slow to exploit the ways in which computerized systems can
contribute to managerial control; but I have no reason to doubt that that
will happen. The economic pressures are too great not to do so. Greater
managerial control is likely to result also from the deprofessionalization
of the work force in which the professional management becomes increasingly distanced from nonprofessional catalogers and other workers.
Drsrnrnureo SysrBus
Distributed catalog systems provide advantages to professional users
similar to those provided to public users. Work can be carried out at different locations, not only in various library locations but also at home.
Several individuals can work on the same database at the same time.
Distributed systems provide important accessto cataloging information
to professionals in all areas of the library, and thus contribute to coordination and unification of delivery of service.
A major unintended consequence of the development of such systems
is the separation of public and professional user that was briefly discussed earlier. Although much valuable information about public users
can be gained from systematic analysis of online use, it is not the same
kind of information about the public that is built up through face-to-face
interaction. Without that interaction, it is easy to see users in terms of
their familiarity with the online catalog (naive versus experienced users)
or their approach (known-item versus subject searching). Information
about the states of knowledge with which users approach the catalog or
social or cultural differences that may affect the ways in which users approach the cataloged information is not readily obtainable through a secondary analysis of use of the online catalog.
CoNcLUsIoNs
To summarize briefly, users of online systems have the advantage of
increased points of bibliographic and physical access to materials. Potentially, the online catalog can provide accessto more recent materials
more quickly; and, when it is used for interlibraryloan, the online catalog can more easily provide accessto a wider range of materials. These
gains are important in a society that tends to value speed, comprehension, and easeof accessin its library services as well as in its department
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stores, banks, and other organizations.
And the costs to libraries for such gains are similar to the costs to these
other organizations. First, the work is less visible both to professionals
and clients in the organization; it is less clear exactly how the nurnbers/words/commands get into and out of the machine. It, therefore, becomes more difficult to verify or check one's work or to feel in control.
Second, there is increased isolation of users both from the organization
when using online systems at remote locations and from one another.
Third, substitution of computerized for manual systems provides increased opportunities for managerial control over the pace and nature of
work.
I make this analogy between libraries, banks, supermarkets, and
other organizations intentionally; for although the psychological and social effects of libraries' adopting online public accesscatalogs are potentially similar to the effects of adoption of computer technologies in other
types of organizations, the overall effects on the organization are much
greater in libraries. Information is not a commodity like Tide or Breyer's ice cream. Nor is a library's providing information to a user a transaction like cashing a check or opening a savings account. Access to information, I would argue, is in part a function of the social context in which
it is given and received. Although those of us who talk about marketing
library services refer to those services as "products," they are not quite
the same.
One of the major focuses of our profession for many years has been
training and research in information use. We have come to believeand I don't see that belief as some self-serving ideology-that the extent
to which information is appropriate to public users' needs is in part dependent on human professional skills. Collection development, "the reference interview, " and various types of pubic services are geared toward
bringing professional skills to bear on the central problem of how people
obtain the information they want and need. Our struggles with subject
accessare just one indicator of the problem of trying to systematize user
access.There are others.
Research by Robert Oddy, now at Syracuse's School of Information
Studies, and others has demonstrated that successful retrieval of information is dependent on an understanding (or at least matching) of the
user's mental representations of a query.'
It should also be noted that the information accessproblems that are
solved by online public access catalogs are problems for only a select
body of users-principally
academics and certain professionals. What
about those users who want only one or two good books? What about
those users for whom the value'of time is diflerent? I suspect that for
rnany library users the value of information does not rest with the qualities provided by the installation of an online catalog.
This is not to argue against online catalogs. It is not a Luddite attack. I
want to suggest several things by this analysis.
First, we should be clear about our reasons for moving toward implementation of online public accesscatalogs.
1. To what extent are economic pressures on libraries-particularly
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increasing labor costs-encouraging technological- rather than
labor-intensive solutions?
2. Are organization goals of efficiency, productivity, and economy
that suggest technological solutions in conflict with public user
goals for service?
3. Are the problems in accessthat are solved by the online cata"logthe
major problems encountered by users in your library?
4. To what extent are market pressures-pressures from the vendors,
bibliographic utilities, library systems-affecting the technological decisions of libraries?
5. Once a commitment has been made to the frxed costs of computer
and catalog maintenance, what options do library organizations
have when faced with frnancial problems?
Those individuals and groups responsible for the design and implementation of online catalogs have spent a great deal of effort studying
users of both types. Engineering studies have been conducted to determine the best angle of the screen, how intense the display should be, how
fast it should move, what graphics are useful, etc. Psychological studies
have examined resistance to change, user anxiety, and fear of machines.
The Council on Library Resources Online Public Access Catalog Study
has asked questions about individual use of and satisfaction toward the
online catalog. In all of this work, however, users continue to be treated
as isolated individuals-not
as social beings. I gather that the second
round of user studies for the online catalog will try to fill that gap somewhat by examining more directly some socio-demographic aspectsof users and nonusers. But there are broader questions still. For example:
What are the effects of online catalog use on the way in which people
think about and use information?
What are the effects on the internal organization and the library profession at large of the changing structure of professional work in libraries?
How will the changing structure affect the development and delivery
oflibrary services?
We must ask these types of questions for technological decisions are
choices not inevitabilities. The choices we make have significant and
permanent consequences for public access to information and for the
structure of the library profession.
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IT IS ARcuED that with the automation of information re-

immediately around us. Nevertheless, it seems important to attemptto
sketch some scenarios depicting how in the future classification might be
used in online systems.
One way in which classification can be used in online systems is to
increase the number of relevant documents retrieved by broadening a

observed, however, is that classification can also be used to improve precision, i.e., to screenout unwanted documents. Supposewe keyed in the
term Nutrition-Protein, Peptidzs,Amino Acids (ot the code corresponding
to that term) and u)omen,and found that most of the citations retrieved
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dealt with pathological cases, for instance, with a protein deficiency associated with some illness. This result presents a problem. To key in the
additional search terrn healthywould probably not do much good, since it
is unlikely that a document about healthy women would ever include
mention of the word healthy.Healtfui is a general concept and as such its
mode of expression is various and unpredictable.' But coming back to
the problem of how to improve precision: a possible approach would be
to enumerate, for exclusion, all pathological states. That is, we could say
that we wanted everything on protein and women and NOT (diabetesand
pneumoniaand tuberculosel
and etc., etc.). But we would hardly have time
(or imagination) to key in every conceivable pathological state in the parentheses following the NOT operator. Our task would be much simpler
if the database incorporated a certain amount of classificatory structure,
so that every document assigned a term designating a specific illness
were also tagged to indicate Patholog-General States. We could then
search on woltun and protein and NOT (Pathology-General States).The
point here is that the only efficient way to achieve desired precision in
retrieval from a database may be to exclude from an initial retrieved set
of citations a whole class of iiems. This approach presupposes that the
database be classified.
Classification in online retrieval may be used to improve recall and to
improve precision and-not to be overlooked-to save time at the terminal in keying in. But there is a caveat. Only in some areas can classification be explo"itedin such a manner. Earlierit was mentioned that classification was basic to thought; but it would seem there are some areas of
knowledge where it is more basic to thought than others. Biology is one
such area. Not only retrieval of information but also research in an area
such as biology presupposes well-developed systematic taxonomies. Living things are divided into animals, plants, etc.; animals are divided into

of this logic is the statement above about membership; every member of
a subclassis also a member of the class(es)including it. Every member of
the classof females is a member of the classof Homo sapiens,which in turn
is a member of the class of animals. The picture is of a circle within a
circle within a circle. But not all knowledg-e admits of neat taxonomies.
I.ibrary classifications are not always neat. In fact, in many the logic
def,rning class inclusion is violated. To take Fairthorne' s ' 'excruciating' '
example, the class of sliderulesin the Universal Decimal Classihcation is
included in the class of calculating and adding apparatus, which in turn is
included in the class of apparatuswith wheelmechanisrns.'Thus,an attempt
to improve recall by broadening a search on slide rules would retrieve all
citations dealing with apparatuses incorporating wheel mechanisms.
Another example, this one from the Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC), isthe abominablesnow man, where the inclusive chain of classesis
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frrstmysteries, thencontrouersial knowledge,and then knowledge."It is hard to
imagine a user who would want to broaden a search using a chain like
this.

as natural phenomena, and those which are not, is implied in a distinction that uied to be made between natural and artificial classifications,
that is, between classifications designed to order objects in the real world
and those designed to order books on shelves. This distinction might be
looked at in a way that better illustrates how classification may be used
online, viz., as a distinction between taxonomic classifications and per-

and (2) by enabling browsing.
A perspective classification can be used to contextualize search terms.
Consider a reference librarian who is trained to "negotiate" questions.
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find where in the schedules freedom of choice in the context of Christianity is treated. It is found at the hierarchical address 233.7. By going to
this address the computer can gather the information needed to display
to the user the hierarchy of meaning embedded in 233.7:
200 Religion
230 Christian theology
233 Humankind
233.7 Freedom of choice between good and evil

user can ask to browse through a number of items in classihed sequence

of some importance is what kind of classification is best suited for online
browsing? Faceted classifications and fragmented polyhierarchical
structures, such as those used in thesauri, are in vogue now; however, it
may be that classical schemes of the enumerative type would better accommodate online browsing since browsing, whether done on- or offline, usually incorporates linear scanning. In any case, it would seem
that effective onlini browsing presupposes a classified database. Online
catalogs appear to have awakened a new interest in subject access. Perhaps we may see in this country an awakened interest in the classified
catalog.
Several other uses of classification in future online systems might be

citations or a similar natural language vocabulary.
A frnal and particularly important use of classification in online retrieval systems is as a switching language, Considerable interest today is
being shown in the compatibilty of retrieval languages. This interest is
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perhaps greater in Europe than in this country since compatibility is of
special concern where the databases to be searched are multilingual. A
classification such as DDC that has already been translated into many
languages comes ready-made as a switching mechanism. With the use of
such a classification, a user's search terms entered into the system in one
language can be switched through DDC numbers to retrieve documents
in several different languages. To develop a new switching mechanisin,
such as the Broad System of Ordering, rather than to use ones already
existing, seemsinappropriate; as inappropriate, say, as to develop a new
language such as Esperanto. It can be an asset for a classificatory language to have the backing of tradition; it is certainly an asset for it to
have financial backing.
In summary, eight uses of classification in online retrieval systems of
the future may be envisioned. In areas of knowledge admitting of natural taxonomies, classification can be used to improve recall and precision
and to save the time of the user in keying in search terms. In other areas
of knowledge, perspective hierarchies can be used to contextualize the
meaning of vague search terms, enabling the computer to simulate in
part the negotiation ofa search request carried on by reference librarians. An important use of traditional classification in online systems is to
provide a structure for meaningful browsing. Classifrcation can be used
to provide a framework for the representation and retrieval of nonbibliographic information, e .S., statistical data. Automatic classification can
be used to collocate citations in ways not possible in manual systems,
e.9., by similarity of linguistic features. Finally, classification can be
used to achieve compatibility of retrieval languages by serving as a mediating or switching language. In short, not only does classification have a
place in online systems of the future; it likely has such an important place
that we should prepare for a resurgence of interest in both its theory and
its practice.
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of subject accessaddressed in this paper can be put as three questions: (1) If we have keyword searching, do
we need subject cataloging also? (2) How'much credence do we give to
the users' views of the online catalogs? and (3) What is wrong with the
concept of user-friendly systems?
To begin with the question of keyword searching versus subject
cataloging-we've
all experienced frustrations with the inadequacy of
the subject catalog when looking for material in card catalogs. And we all
know how expensive it is to do this inadequate subject cataloging. So
when we were introduced to the concept of keyword searching-years
ago, you'll remember, computer systems people taught us about Boolean logic, KWIC and KWOC, full-text searching, and indexing-some
Iibrarians thought that the computer would solve the two problems of the
inadequacy and expense of subject cataloging.
With the ability to search by keyword, when a user asks for works on a
subject-for
example, Chicanas(feminine version of Chicano) or birth defects, terrns for which there are no LC subject headings yet-the online
catalog displays citations with those keywords in the titles. Put that together with the new wisdom that 99 percent of all nonfiction titles use
words that describe the contents of the book, and you might be convinced that there is no more need for subject cataloging. WRONG.
Don't for a minute believe it. While a keyword approach is useful and
allows the user a flexibility in searching noi possibl-ein the card catalogs,
assigned subject headings are as essential as ever.
There are severe limitations to keyword searching. Just as the authorized heading approach doesn't pick up new terminology, the keyword
approach doesn't pull together titles that use obsolete terminology.
The intellectual organization of the catalog must still be maintained
by human beings who assign subject headings that link and integrate
ideas to the bibliographic record using a controlled vocabulary. If we
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abandon this principle, the entire burden is on the users to pull materials
on a subject together, to think of synonyms, including equivalents in foreign languages-and even then they'd miss all the books whose titles
don't give a clue about the subject.
So, for example, in the University of California online catalog serving
the nine-campus system, which is known as MELVYL
and is still in experimental form, when the user searchesby subject in the simple version
of the catalog designed for new users, the system responds with citations
that have the word or words anywhere in the subject heading or in the
title. To the extent that this method produces irrelevant or too few citations, the user can then look at the subject headings assigned to those
relevant records retrieved from title keywords. and search on those subject headings-e.g. , a record with the word "ihic ana" inthe title might
have a subject heading Mexican Americans, which the user could then
use to search furtherAnd while we're in a skeptical mood, we can also throw out all those
articles that were written in the not-too-distant past reporting studies
that proved conclusively that 90 percent of all library searcheswere for
known items.These studies lent support to the idea that we could save a lot
of money by stopping subject cataloging. You might conclude too from
these findings that, in a pinch, even keyword accesscould go.
There is a lot wrong with that reasoning. First, subject access(by keyword or authorized subject heading) even in card catalogs is an important way to get at a known item when the patron is using an incorrect
citation. After all, the patron who knows the book desired hasn't necessarily seen the title page of that book. Chances are pretty good that the
patron will be looking under a misspelling, a wrongly remembered title,
or a correctly remembered title to which the library has provided access
only by a symposium or a corporate author or some other unfriendly
marn entry.
Also, I suspect that many library patrons come to the card catalog
with a known-item search because they think they have to. They don't
understand the idea of subject access except by'going directly to the
shelves.

process. We shouldn't be surprised if future studies find that subject access is chosen more often than author/title.
On the second question, how much of what users tell us to believe, I
am hnding some interesting things. First, users love anything that is
online-regardless of the system. The younger ones take to it instantly,
the older ones are won over the moment they put their toe in the water.
(The trick is to get them to put their toe in.)
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But that enthusiasm lasts a relatively short time. The novelty wears
thin, and as the user becomes seasoned, frustrations set in and they become impatient with the limitations of the catalog. To the extent the users feel it is their fault they are not finding things, they go away without
asking for help, just as they do when they don't find things in the card
catalog. If they are aware that the online catalog makes searching more
diffrcult for them, they go away angry and impatient.
I don't mean to say that you will ever go back to cards once you are
online: but so far, in evaluating today's online catalogs, it is easy to be
fooled by patrons' enthusiasm into thinking (a) they are using the catalogs properly or (b) they are getting what they want.
It's easy to see why online is liked.
The online catalog holds the same magnetism, fun, and challenge as
the thousands of games with which people five years old and up spend
millions of hours. The principal reason it is liked is its interactive nature.
The catalog doesn't just sit there, obliging the user to think of the next
step; the online catalog talks back, makes suggestions. It gives the user a
sense of control, a feeling of personai attention.
Also, there are many questions that can be answered by existing online catalogs that could not be answered by the card catalog.
At the Evanston Public Library in Illinois, an eighteen-branch library
system, patrons in any one branch can, for the first time, have up-todate information about the circulation of copies in any of the other
branches, with the user-accessmode of the CLSI circulation system on
touch terminals. Theoretically, there's no limit to how far you can decentralize. On my campus, many departments use terminals they already own to dial our catalog.
At Lansing Community College in Michigan, which also has the
CLSI catalog, using both touch and keyboard terminals, the user has
accessto on-order information for the first time. Librarians there especially like the benefit, too, of no filing backlogs. In some places, the absence of filing backlogs has created a new problem: an item shows up in
the online catalog before the librarians have had time to shelve the book.
A librarian at Stephen Austin State lJniversity in Nacogdoches,
Texas, which has a DataPhase public catalog, notes that searching for
alternative subject headings is much easier in online catalogs than in
card catalogs.
So far, these online public catalogs based on the circulation systems
I've mentioned do not provide keyword access.You must enter the subject heading exactly as LC lists it. MELVYL,
the catalog used by the
nine-campus University of California system, provides quite sophisticated access: keyword in title or in subject heading; ability to limit a
search by date, or campus, or group of campuses; two modes of use: one
for new users, which guides them through the search step by step, asking
them to make choices from lists and the other for experienced users,
which is faster, more flexible, and capable of handling many more kinds
and complexities of search problems.
These are all very good reasons to be enthusiastic about online cataIogs. They do save time. They do allow questions to be answered that
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wouldn't have been Dossible with cards.
But don't concludl much from the fact that the users say they like it,
even love it. Don't conclude that because the user feels friendly toward
the online catalog, that the catalog feels friendly toward the user.
The online catalog can be as uncommunicative and as unhelpful as the
card catalog ever was.
What are some of the things that upset users-and should upset us?
All of the online catalogs with which I am acquainted tell the user who
misspells, even slightly, or adds a wrong punctuation mark or adds an
extra space, or takes one away-or what is so very common-enters the
singular form of the word when the catalog has it only in its plural
form-all systems in my experience tell the user who has committed one
or more of these sins that the desired entry isn't there. They are all unforgiving, to one degree or another, of user habits-habits that weren't fatal in the use of the card catalog because the user could see an inclusive
range not allowed in the computerized catalog.
That limitation is not inevitable. Systems can be designed that make
allowances for the situations I've described. Taken together, perhaps all
of the systems today make allowances for all of those situations-in difno single one goes the whole way.
ferent combinations-but
Also all of the catalogs with which I am acquainted use jargon: "Index," "No match found." The terrn call numberis jargon. How else to
explain why, in the Council of Library Resources user evaluation project, a number of people using my library catalog said "Easy" in answer
to the question, "On a scale of 1 to 5, is it easy or difficult to search by
call no.?" That's especially peculiar because you can't search by call
number on my catalog. They all require the user to understand the difference between an author and a title and a subject. That's knowledge
that doesn't come naturally, and something you didn't need to worry
about in card catalogs (at least dictionary card catalogs). Frankly, I
don't know how easy it will be to get users to understand the difference.
Recentiy I was asked by an English professor at the University of California library why we had no books about the author Petr Kropotkin.
The catalog said we had books only b2 Kropotkin. It turns out that this
professor, who we must assume is a very smart man in all other respects,
when asked if he
told the computer he wanted "author Kropotkin"
wanted author/title or subject. He didn't understand that sometimes an
author is an author, sometimes an author is a title, and sometimes an
author is a subject, and he needs to know which is which when talking to
the computer.
Another problem that all of us are aware of is the blind faith the user
has that the computerized catalog is all-knowing, all-telling. Most of us
do not have our old catalogs fully converted. At York University in Toronto, for example, where they use a public query subset of the Geac
circulation system, not all of the material in the online catalog has subject headings; but that is not understood by the user, who thinks that the
computer is telling the whole story when asked for material on a subject.
In using MELVYL,
which at present has nearly eight hundred thousand records of holdings on all nine campuses, patrons do not under-
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stand that when other of the campus libraries are listed as holding a title
that interests them but Berkeley is not, they may not have the whole
story. Even though the first screen of the online catalog warns "This is
NOT a complete record of books in the UC libraries. Check your local
catalog, " they come trotting to our interlibrary loan office without
searching the title in the Berkeley catalog. Some of us have to come near
to frstfights with our patrons, trying to convince them that the computer
doesn't know everything. As if the computer were an infallible mind, the
patron insists, "But the computer told me . . " or "I asked it forXand
it told me thus and so. " With the card catalog, the verbs are quite different. You don't ask the card catalog anything, you look things up in itThe card catalog doesn't tell you anything; you read thus and so on the
card.
After a while the users catch on to the fact that there are great limitations to the online catalog. They don't know how to get out of loops
they're stuck in; they are sure a certain book is in the library, but the
computer is telling them it isn't. Rather than ask for help, they go back
is no longer
to their old friend the card catalog if it's still around-which
such a friend because usually we have stopped keeping it up to date.
We have a long way to go before we really understand the userterminal-catalog interface. One thing is certain: if there is a way to make
a mistake, to misinterpret instructions, there will be a large number of
users who will find that way. Many wonderful stories are emerging
about perfectly understandable misinterpretations by users: one catalog
(
'
gives you a list of options to choose from, then says 'type your choice' ;
so some users type "your choice. " I found a man the other day typing
"return" because my catalog instructs you to pressreturn after keying
your side of the transaction. He was indeed pressing R-E-T-U-R-N; he
didn't realize there was a return key. To see a previous screen in
MELVYL,
there's a line at the bottom that says TYPE PS TO VIEW
THE PREVIOUS SCREEN. A great many people don't read instructions, or else they don't notice them under certain conditions, so we often get the question,"HO\,V DO I SEE THE PREVIOUS SCREEN?"
One great improvement over the card catalog in online terminals that
use kevboards is that the user doesn't need to know the order of the alphabei. I think we have not realizedwhat a problem that can be until the
touch terminals came along. * Several librarians have mentioned to me
the user frustrations over not being sure whether "P" comes before or
after "R"; "L" before or after "J"-knowledge
you must have in using touch terminals to answer such a question as "Does your word fall
between brain and branch? Brand and brazen? Brazil and breakfast?"
Some librarians have pasted the alphabet onto the terminals to help solve
that problem.
To summarize this point, don't be disappointed if user enthusiasm
turns sour; there are good reasons why that could happen.
Turning to my third point: the question of user-friendly versus userhostile systems. We've put a great deal of faith in the interactive ability
*Editor's note:
F o r m o r e d e t a i l s , s e ep . 4 3 - 4 7 .
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of the computer-that is, its ability to respond to the particular thoughts
of the user as keyed on a terminal and to conduct a kind of dialogue;
we've put a lot of faith in that power to solve what we saw was a great
problem with users' lack of understanding of our card catalog. With
cards, we can't be there whenever the user misuses the catalogs, makes
wrong assumptions, doesn't know alternatives. We've been hoping the
computer could substitute for us, that there would be instant instruction,
instant correction.
I've come to think that is not possible and even it were, not desirable.
I've come to the conclusion that it is quite possible to design a friendly
and easy-to-use system for very simple functions: a simple author or title
or subject search. But I think it would be wrong to expect users to learn
on their own how to perform the complex searchesthat can be performed
infinitely better in a computer catalog than in a card catalog.
Since making the system user-friendly means that the patron is always
presented with a manageable set of choices, and since you cannot write a
set of choices for every conceivable situation, "user-friendly" to me is
synonymous with limited service.
I don't want to imply that every system that provides three choices is
always user-friendly. But it is certain that every system that provides one
hundred choices at one time is definitely not friendly.
Every librarian with online catalogs to whom I've spoken agrees that
"library instruction" has taken on a new meaning. IJsers are more receptive to being taught about the catalogs than they ever were before; we
are more aggressive than ever before in devising clever ways of reaching
users.
I think as online catalogs become more sophisticated, we'll seethat inperson instruction is more necessary than ever, not less. We won't be
able to rely on online instruction, though it should be there. We won't be
able to rely on signs and brochures, though they should be there-too
many people don't read them.
We sh,ruld insist that every online catalog provide eaSyaccessfor simple searches by frrst-time users or those who want to perform simple
searches. Such a catalog version should be self-explanatory, it should be
quick, it should inform the user when he is making a mistake and tell him
how to correct it; it should take no learning time. It should be VERY
user-friendly.
This accessfor simple users should not force the user to do things that
don't fall within common senseor common practice. At present, our socalled simple online catalogs are far too rigid. To use the DataPhase catalog successfully, for example, you are not allowed to type periods after
personal-name initials. You are not allowed to type in punctuation when
'll
' 'no match found. ' '
searching a corporate name. You
get a response of
With the CLSI catalog, if you don't use the truncation symbol, you'll
miss variant versions of an author's name, including those where the
only difference is dates or other designation after the name. Or if there's
nothing in the system matching just what you've keyed, the system reports "not on f,rle" when in fact there may well be lots on frle. With the
MELVYL
svstem. when vou trv to narrow a search. sometimes it lets
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you,, other times it doesn't-but
common sense wouldn,t tell you why.
To the user, there is no difference in the kinds of operations he or she is
asking the. catalog to perform; to the catalog there-are big differences.
So for simple searches, the catalog syst..i should be d6signed for the
worst case user.
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FufuristicAspects
of SubiectAccess
PhyllisA. Richmond

enough space for the computer's version of our kind of words. Since
thenJhe iize of the chunk that the computer can handle at one fell swoop
has increased in geometric progression and, therefore, the computer can
work on the data-much faster. The combination of more and faster is just
what we wish to see in online searching in various combinations of in-

Paper presented at the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis gommittee-pr9C13P.o" "Subject
Analysis in the Online Environment" onJuIy 13, 1982,by Phyllis A Richmond, professoiand acting dean, Baxter Schoolof Information and Library Science,Case Western Reserve University.
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nasty error statements that require corrections.

enable you to communicate by just touching the face of the cathode-raytube monitor screen.

computer. "
On the software side, things are just as exciting as they are with the
hardware, albeit taking place more slowly. For onething, an ANSI standard for BASIC is in tlie works.'If all goes well, it shoull'be available by
1984. If the standard is followed, one will not have a different version of
this computer language for every machine, as is the casenow. When that
happens, David Lien can frnally stop updating his nice little handbook
describing the variant BASICs."
A great deal has been written about "user friendliness." A userfriendly computer is one that doesn't require one to have a Ph.D. in
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was developed at the Xerox
of us could use.6Another, SMALLTALK,
iio Alto Research Center.' This one also was used for children in its
earlier stages. It is ofinterest for subject analysis because it i! based on a
the
,rrrt.- of"classifrcation. Another vlrsion is'called DYNABOOK,
in part because it was designed ultimatgty.tg !9-"::d with a
ri"*..ttot.n
and
the size of an ordinary book. Both SMALLTALK
.o-prrt.t
patrecognizes
mind
human
way
the
of
the
use
make
DYNABOOK
terns. It is thus related to resea:
there is a three-dimr
SMALLTALK
the surface the screen looks like pag
connected in a classified system and I
ing and accessing information in
method may eventually replace the I
for online searching used at present. lt rs l
cal connections beiween terms displayed physically. One would expect
fewer or better defrned connections than those based mainly on assocralive ,elatiorrships. For this type, a study of the kind of classification
The
found in the cross-reference structure is particularly aptopos.'
,,propositional network" used by some cognitive psychologists to represys*Jttt ho* the human memory functions iJbasically a classifrcation
tem.There are various kinds and levell
at least ten years, has been talking
Roughly, it is a system wherebY on
murticat.t it via computer, and othe
add glossesto the glosses, and so on
communication now, usuallY a gro,
ested in some particular toPic.
Recently, Pauline Cochiane, inAmerican Libraries, described a system
o'a computer program permitting::sers to search
called eup.rChut.,
permedical literature online without ipecial training."" The system
determ(s)
the
of
mit, the user to form queries with in approximation
variof
a
number
accept
to
ptogtu-il.d
been
sired. The computer has
ants of an individual term. The user in need of instructions types-a
question mark and the computer responds with assistance, perhaps telli"S in. user to try the root of the tet- fo. the disease or process of interest. When the user does that, the computer indicates how many refera
ences will be recovered and then disp-lays some similar. terms from
form,
in.menu
i"r-uf listing such as MeSH. Then it oifetr so*. options
and continrrEs to aid the user until satisfaction results. The system is
and economical. Finally the users are invited to add
,iiuigtr,for*ard
comirents, and some of the improvements to PaperChase have resulted
from this kind of feedback.
Another term one hears besides "user friendliness" is the word transparencl. This term refers to a situal
iome kind results in a whole series <
but none of the stePsis aPParent to
scenes-and the result comes aPPa
puter had been sitting there waiti
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question or perform that exact action. Pournelle, for example, calls a
text editor named WRITE "truly transparent, " because one is scarc^ely
aware that it is operating-a helpful feature for the creative writer. "
One of the more interesting kinds of "friendlinsss" is a system called
THE LAST ONE, devised 6y two Englishmen." This is an automatic
program-code writer for the hard-pressed programmer. The program
writer does not have to learn a special language, but instead has to develop a logical design for whatever he or she wants the computer to do to
some data. It is necessary for the user of THE LAST ONE to create a
logical design, similar to ih. Wurnier-Orr diagrams in which one makes
a series of logical statements that are a progression of desired outcomes

"As the user responds to requests for ever-finer detail, THE LAST
ONE builds a correspondingly more detailed model, until, at the end, a
complete description of the finished program exists in the form of a precise and complete 'flowchart.' "'o Then THE LAST ONE structures
and codes this flowchart until, within a few minutes, it presents a finished program. If the user's logic has been correct, the program runs the
first time. If it does not, like any other program, one looks for errors in
logic. The program can be corrected or augmented as needed; THE
LAST ONE frxes it up again. With such a helper, the busy librarian
might not even feel guilty about playing a few little games like Pac-Man.
Now what about our old bugbear: the problem of dealing with masses
of data. This is the stock in trade of anyone dealing with information.
There eventually will be lump or bulk'transmissio"n of data that have
been input and massaged into "ultracompactness. " You will be able to
carry around data on a small interactive videodisc, the content of which,
read by a handy computer, will do one of several things:
o read it to you
o print it for you
. use it for further operations you wish done
With recognition of your voice pattern as both a key and a lock-a key
to let you in and a lock to keep others out-you should be able to keep
your private affairs private simply by saying to your friendly computer,
"Open, O Sesame" or "Close, O Sesame." lt rnay even be possible to
protect programs with an instruction that says, "At this point stop and
accept only a voice command to proceed, " with that voice being yours.
The future looks much more inviting to the ordinary person who
wants to use a computer but does not want to spend a decade learning
how to do so. After all, some of the greatest inventions of the past have
been designed by and for lazy people. So all we need now is a mindreading machine! It would be helpful if the artificial-intelligence people,
instead of trying to create an intelligent machine, concentrated on how
to hook up a machine to our little gray cells, which we now know stay
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with us much later in life than we ever suspected. This would enable us
to capture some of those absolutely brillianl ideas we get in the middle of
the night that somehow always seem to vanish in the cold light of dawn.
Finally, for subject analysis, the use of various new media promises an
escapefrom problems caused by complete dependence on paper and film
as our primary storage media. Like the PaperChase program' we can
allow accessvia a wider range of entries-simply by letting the majority
of users be successful with whatever indexing terms seem reasonable to
them. Thus, every index term could be as global as classification and
cross-referencescan make it. At the same time, with help from the cogni-

ple, DEC, Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, and severalJapanese compaversions, and IBM is probably developing
nies will offer SMALLTALK
a similar product. This sort of thing should greatly change methods of

part of its context-dependency aspect.
Meanwhile, back at the laboratory, the engineers and scientists are
making friendlier computers. At the point where true friendship occurs,
that is, when the friendly computer's capabilities match the enhanced
intelligence of the searcher, we may expect major advances in subject
analysis. All in all, we should have a very exciting future.
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A New lnformotion Access
Tool for Children'sMedio
Theodore C. Hines ond Lois Winkel

A

A,
o RESULTof our work with the Children's Media Data Bank, we
have accumulated considerable evidence of the practicability, feasibility, and need for a new type of subject-heading list or thesaurus to serve
U6itt ut a searching tool'and for v6cabulary control in providing i1f9rmation accessto cf,ildren's materials. Thii paper presents some of the
rationale for such a tool, together with detailed suggestions for its design,
production, and use.
BACKGROUND
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is comparatively restricted. The Library of Congress assigns an average
ofabout 1 .75 subject headings to each adult title and about three subject
headings for annotated-card headings for each juvenile title.'This average probably compares quite favorably with cataloging provided by
other services or done locally by libraries. It may be also be compared,
however, to the average of eleven descriptors for each document included in the ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) database.*
The relatively limited number of subject access points probably reflects the size limitations of the three-by-five catalog card and the catalog
maintenance costs that would be involved if many more headings were
provided. ERIC uses only selected headings in its printed indexes and
retains the others in its machine-readable file for computer searching
only. It would certainly be possible to follow such a policy with children's
media at present, looking forward to the time when online catalogs and
computer searching for children's materials would become common.
Searching for children's materials is now almost completely
manual-so far as we can determine, only the Children's Media Data
Bank has conducted regular computer searches for users-despite the
fact that much of the required cataloging data are available in machinereadable form, either in Library of Congress MARC records or in the
cataloging databases of various libraries and commercial frrms.
While the information accessprovided for children's media is comparatively restricted, it is worth noting that the actual and potential audience for better accessto such materials-children,
parents, educators,
and others who work with children-is very large in comparison to the
audiences of many other databases. At the elementary and combined
school level alone, there are more than 50,000 school library media centers in the United States, plus more than 14,000 public libraries including branches.'
The social importance of providing appropriate accessto materials to
children during their formative years is evident. And, in view of recent
discussions of networking, it should be noted that increased intellectual
accessto materials is at least as important as increased physical access.In
fact, neither can function truly successfully without the other.
THESAURI AND SUBJEcT HEADING LIsTs
At this point it may be of value to introduce a brief review and comparison of information science thesauri and library subject-heading lists.
One basic point has already been mentioned by inference. Thesauri are
generally regarded not only as aids to indexing but also as basic tools for
searching. Although knowledgeable librarians occasionally use heading
lists as aids in searching, the lists are not basically designed for this purpose and their use in searching is neither usual nor usually known to library users.
Subject-heading lists generally consist of a single basic alphabet of
headings, scope notes, subdivisions, cross-references, and reverse crossreferences. They sometimes add also a brief separate listing of most generally applicable subdivisions.
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Subdivisions as such are not usually apartof most thesauri, although
they appear to a limited degree in some, M1SH (Medical SubjectHeadings),
for example.
Thesauri, on the other hand, provide a multiplicity of listings. These
may include a list of used terms, i major listing of all terms or descriptors
and cross-references, a classified listing of used terms, a list of the hierarchies implied by the cross-referencingitructure, and a permuted listing,
providing accessonly to words in used terms."
generally
Subiebt-treadinglists may include classifrcation for headingl (as does
the Seirs list), but they do not provide accessby the assigned class numbers. On the other hand, again with such notable exceptions as MeSH,
the classifrcation used with zubject-heading lists is hierarchical and quite
extensive as compared with the relatively brief and simple classilication
schemes used in most thesauri.
The cross-referencing structures used by thesauri and subjec-theading lists are much more similar than their appearance suggests. See
and X i6ferences in subject-heading lists correspond exactly to USE and
USED FO.R references in thesaui. Seeis perhaps clearer than USE and
USED FOR than X. Seealso and XX correspond to BT (BROADER
TERM), respectively' except where
and NT (NARROWER
TEruI)
they correspond to the RT (REcase,
In
latter
this
they are reciprocal.
LATED TERM) references in thesauri.
and RT appear much clearer than their equivalents in
BT,NT,
subject-heading lists, although the subject-heading conventions make
betier provisioi for what sholld appear in catalogs as cross-references
for the user than the thesaurus conventions do for the printed indexes
using them as authorities.
Hierarchical relationships seem much more rigorously indicated in
thesauri than in subject-heiding lists. In subject-heading lists they tend
to be included only *here they would be of value to the user rather than
in every case wheie they are logically implied. The subject-heading list
system'may be the more valuable, as it permits more directly useful references to be included in a listing of a given size.
Also, the library subject-heading list cross-reference structure recognizes implicitly that a given term or heading may applopriately 1pp9?r
in multiple hierarchieJat the same or different levels. This is a valuable
insight, and is not-or at least not generally-true-of thela].rri, which
.ppEur-to restrict term references to one level in one logical hierarchy of
of levels implicit
t6rms. Both systems may, of course, have any ngmb_e_r
Ammi CutCharles
that
here
noting
It
is
worth
structure.
in the syndetic
ter, before the turn of the century, commented on the desirability oJ a
listing of the hierarchies implicit in the cross-referencing structure of library-catalogs, but felt thaf the task of creating such a.list would be too
difficult and-expensirre.'Cutter might well have been pfeased by the fact
that a hierarchical list of this kind may now easily be computergenerated from the basic subject-heading list.
"
Library subject-heading liJts, unlike nr'ar'y thesauri, do not place any
restriction onih. length of allowable headings, nor on c-omplexity of
form. Many thesauri do not allow inversions, for example, and some
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prohibit punctuation altogether except for parentheses to indicate separate meanings of terms (an interesting exception).
An important comparative strength of subject-heading lists is their
recognition of many types of headings as being implicitly includednames of species of birds, flowers, animals, etc., and place-names, for
example-and that they may refer to external rules or authorities for the
form of such terms: to cataloging rules for personal names, for instance,
or to ChemicalAbstractsfor the forms of names of substances.
This procedure seems much preferable to some thesaurus conventions, where the term "identifrers" is used to comprehend both terms
not yet admitted to the thesaurus and the type of entries referred to in
library nomenclature as other added entries (for secondary authors, illustrators, or, in general, terms for things associated with but not the
subject of the document in question).
Unfortunately, most subj-ect-heading lists (and very many working
catalogs) do not include cross-references to many of the most specifrc
headingi, using general cross-references (BIRDS Seealso. . names of
birds, e.g. Canaries) instead.
The limitations of library subject-heading lists may well be associated
with the fact that they were developed in a precomputer era. Similarly, it
might be said that most thesaurus development took place in a secondgeneration computer era, and that such thesaurus aspects as limitations
on length of descriptors, lack of subdivision provision, and restrictions
on the use of punctuation reflect the systems knowledge of the time and
the capabilities of then-available equipment.
It is obviously possible to combine the strengths of both of these types
of tools in the light of current knowledge and technology. This approach
is the basic proposal of this paper.
TTlr CHTIpREN'S MEDIA DATA BANK
The Children's Media Data Bank was the outgrowth of an earlier
(1976-77) project at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro to
investigate the applicability of computer-based information science
techniques to children's materials. The project was funded by the U.S.
Office of Education under a Library Research and Development grant.
The first year's work suggested the desirability of starting and testing a
prototype Children's Media Data Bank. Further funding was requested
and received for this purpose and, still later, to transfer prototype data to
microcomputers.
Both in order to keep costs down and because secondary-school children should be using a broad range of adult as well asjuvenile materials,
the data bank restricted itself to children's book trade (i.e., nontext) materials from the preschool through the sixth-grade levels. It has further
limited the initial input to in-print titles in all media (except 16mm frlm)
recommended by such basic sources as Booklist, the Children's Catalog,
The ElementarytSchoolLibrary Collection, and SchoolLibrarltJournal. We estimate the total number of these recommended in-print titles at about

15,000.
At presentthe data bank coversapproximately10,000titles. For
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about six months we did intensive online and batch computer searches
for users of children's materials, working with a number of school districts, public libraries, and individuals. More than 500 searches have
been carried out, many quite extensive. The programs have now been
rewritten for microcomputer use, and a sample of the data moved to microcomputer disks for experimental purposes.
RELEVANT PRoDUCTS
Products of this work relevant to this discussion have included a complete listing of the subject headings and subject headings with subdivisions assigned to the titles in the databank, as well as frequency counts of
the words in subject headings and the words included in annotations for
all titles. Also of very great importance have been the insights arising
from analysis of recoidi of searih requests and the resultinglroductioi
of lists of terms used in searchesand special classedlists of subject headings as searching aids.
NUMBER oF SUBJECT HEADINGS
As noted above, the data bank covers some 10.000 titles. The total

It should be emphasized that these figures include all assigned subject
headings or subject headings with subdivisions. Consequently, the
number of subject headings proper is very much smaller than the totals
given above.
STzB oT THE UNIvERSE
The importance of these data is that they show that the size of the uni-

downward

references from the heading INDIANS

OF NORTH

AMERICA.

Library of Congresshas issueda listing indicating thoseheadingsused
only with juvenile materials or used with special meanings when assignedto juvenile materials,togetherwith an explanationof the policies
used in applying headingsto annotated-cardtitles.'
It is not known how the SearsList of SubjectHeadingsis compiled, or if
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the compilation is based on the headings actually used in cataloging a
collection or collections of materials, as should, of course, be the procedure followed.
What is indicated by our data and those provided by Lois Rose and

used, down to the specific names of persons, species, substances, corpo-

available.
From the point of view of economy of production of a new heading list
or thesaurus, it should be noted that the headings and headings with subdivisions actually assigned might be derived from the MARC record
without cost for keyboarding. Once an appropriate system had, been established, only the cross-referencing and classification for new headings
need be provided manually, and the new headings could be brought out
automatically for the consideration of the editor.
TypnS OF ACCESSTO CHILDREN'S MEDIA
Conventional library cataloging practice provides various types of accessto juvenile materials. In addition to main entry and series entry, the
accesspoints are generally divided into two groups: subject entries and
other added entries. Other added entries include title, variant title(s),
illustrators, editors, etc. The rules for added entries seem to permit the
use of, broadly speaking, any term not a subject heading which might
assistthe user in locating the item; but this provision in the rules does not
seem to have been as extensively taken advantage of as might have been
useful.to
Subject entries basically are intended to indicate the specifrc subject of
the work taken as a whole. They may be subdivided in various ways,
which will be discussed below. In cataloging generally and in the cataloging ofjuvenile materials in particular, " subject" entries are not actually limited to the subjects of books, but may on occasion include forms
of materials (picture books, collections of essays or short stories) and
genres of materials (mystery and detective stories, science fiction). They
may also be used to indicate the geographic or historical setting of a work
of fiction, and, in some instances, curricular relationships or possible
uses of the material.
With certain exceptions in the case of the application of some types of
what might be called non-subject subject headings to adult materials
(collections of essaysand short stories, for example), their use with juvenile materials seems to have developed from a sense that they were
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needed in individual cases rather than from anv theoretical basis. In
some cases, notably in the instance of picture books and the various
genre headings, they may have been adopted because the Dewey classification does not provide for the fact that many libraries arrange each of
these groups separately on the shelves and need some cataloging indication of them. In practice this does not work out too well if such entries are
actually included in the catalog, where they replicate an access order
provided by the shelflist and are not really useful as primary access
points.
It should be pointed out that the discussion above applies only to subject headings proper, not to subject subdivisons. Subject headings
proper are generally intended to be specific; subdivisions, on the other
hand, are designed generally to provide a useful classed breakdown of
the titles assigned a given subject heading.
Based upon both recent and previous eiperience, we believe there is a
need for accessto subject subdivisions directly. This service cannot readily be provided through the catalog. It can,'however, be provided to a
significant degree through the type of thesaurus we propose. We feel also
that there is a need to provide, more consciously, headings indicating
forms, curricular relationships, and uses of materials; and that such
headings should be distinguished from subject headings proper, perhaps
by the use of upper- and lowercase letters.
BASrC DESTCN Or e
Crrrr,onnN's MEDIA THESAURUS
From the librarian's viewpoint, it is evident that many thesaurus techniques could be proflrtably applied to subject-heading lists, enhancing
their value to catalogers and providing a new and valuable searching tool
for librarians and librarv users.
We would like at this point to present an outline of the basic design of a
children's media thesaurus intended as a searching aid as well as a catalogi"g tool. The data presented so far indicate that a list compiled on the
basis of actually assigned headings over such a period as ten years would
not be so large as to be impractical to compile and to publish. Our knowledge of Bladford and Zipf indicate not only thar a list compiled on this
basis would be likely to meet most of the needs of libraries, but that its
size could be restricted, if necessary, by the elimination of low-frequency
headings, particularly nonce terms not used in the past few years. These
terms could, of course, be used and added to thelist by the user quite
easily if they should recur. They would also be retained centrally in a
machine-readable database. It would seem highly likely that such a listing, despite being compiled for juvenile titles, would-like
the Sears
list-be useful for popular libraries in general, thus providing an even
broader market.
Given the long period during which information science thesauri have
been computer-produced, it is difficult to understand why the Sears list
has not been automated. Based on our experience in compiling a number of computer-based thesauri, we can discuss the steps iequi-red, first
to produce a kind of equivalent to the Sears list meeting current stan-
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dards, and then to expand it into a true children's media thesaurus.

rngs.
. The labor required for the tasks indicated above is certainly quite significant, but the availability of the basic terms used in machine-ieadable
form may make it much less than that which would otherwise be re-

pight also be given, especially if the lists are expanded as indicated belgw, t9 producing the list or appropriate parts of it by COM, that is,
drectly py c9mpu,t9r to microform. Between editions, listings of new
terms might be published in serial form.
.Obviously, the production of the second and all succeeding editions
will be far cheaper than by present means.
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Thus far, we have considered only the production of a quite conventional subject-heading list, with a main listing and_asupplemental listing
of most-uied subdiviiions. This automation of the list alone would be

cussed below.

CARE CENTERS, DAY seeDAY CARE CENTERS is, to say the
least, debatable.
It will be noticed that these see references from inverted forms of
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aids would be included only in a COM (computer output microform)
version of the children's media thesaurus, and not in the printed version, or they could make up a separate list. This procedure would provide a very useful geographic access when combined with the recommendation in regard to indication of indirect subdivision.
A further nicety that might be informative, especially as computer
searching of children's materials becomes more widespread, would be to
include the frequency of use of used headings up to the time of compilanon.
We are now ready to consider production of additional listings other
than the main thesaurus listing and the listing of subject subdivisions. A
listing consisting simply of used terms is easily produced from the main
list, and constitutes basically a handy aid for the experienced cataloger,
though it may also serve as a brief hand list for searchers.
A classedlist of the headings by Dewey number (remember that more
than one class may be assigned each heading) can readily be program
generated, in turn, from the list of used headings. It can provide a very
useful way to locate headings related to a topic of interest, and the list of
used headings of the main alphabetical listing provide a useful index to
It.

A second kind ofclassed listing can be generated from the hierarchical
structure implicit in the syndetic (cross-referencing) structure of the
main list. Such a list can give the hierarchical structure downward from
every term which references a narrower term, or it might be limited to
the hierarchy downward only from what W. T. Brandhorst has called
headterms-that is, terms which refer to narrower terms but have no referencesto broader terms.tt
If the latter system is adopted, we would suggest a hierarchical numbering for each term in the hierarchical list, somewhat like the numbering used for sections and paragraphs of some manuals and texts. These
numbers could then be printed with the associated term in the main list,
enabling the main list to serve as an index to the appearances of any term
in any position in the hierarchical lists.

Coupurun Pnocneus
We have, and have used in thesaurus production, a complete program set for the production of all of the entry forms and lists proposed
here, and have recently rewritten these programs to run on microcomputers.

Colvcr,usroNs
If it were necessary for economic reasons, the first stage of adoption of
this proposal could be limited to the production of a new subject-heading
list conforming with the American Library Association recommendation for the use of Library of Congress annotated-card practice for the
cataloging of children's media. Even the production of the frrst edition
should be less expensive than producing a new edition of Sears and could
contain desirable new features. Subsequent editions could be cheaplyand consequently more frequently-produced.
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The additional lists and entry forms suggested could be produced as it
was convenient to do so, either on COM or in print form, very substan-

ans an easy means of reaching conformity with the committee's earlier
recommendations as far as subject cataloging is concerned.
We welcome comments and criticism on the ideas in this paper, as we
are currently engaged in the production of a preliminary Thesaurus of
Subject Headings for Children's Materials, based upon Librziry of Congress subject headings as applied to materials included in The Elementary
SchoolLibrar2 Collection. Keyboarding is now well under way, and we
would hope to produce a preliminary edition in 1983.
Rnrunrxcrs
1. American Library Association, Resources and Technical Services Division, CataCatalogingof Childrm's
loging and Classification Section, Guidzlines
for Standardized
Materiak. Adopted 1969 (Chicago: American Library Assn., l9B2). Seealso Lois
Rose and Winifred Duncan, "LC's National Standard for Cataloging Children's
Materials, " SchoolLibraryJournal 22:20-23 (Jan. 1976).
2. Barbara Westby, ed., SearsL;st of SubjectHeadings,12th ed. (New York: Wilson,
1982).
3. Infoimation obtained from telephone conversations with David G. Remington,
chief, Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress, and Jane Marton,
head, Children's Literature Section, Subject Cataloging Division, Library of Congress,Sept. 28,1982.
4. Information obtained from W. T. Brandhorst, director, ERIC Processingand ReferenceFacility, Bethesda,Md., Sept. 28, 1982.
5. TheBoulcerAnnual of Librarlt €l Book TradzInJormation,27th ed. (New York: Bowker,
1982), p.3la. Figures are rounded downward.
6. American National Standard GuidzlinesJor ThesaurusStructure, Construttion, and Use,
ANSI 239.19-1974 (New York: American National StandardsInstitute, 1974).
7. Charles A. Cutter, hulesfor a Dictionary Catahg, 4th ed. , rewritten (Washington,
D.C.: Govt. Print. Off., 190a),p.80.
8. These frgureswere originally provided by Lois Rose, then head, Children's Literature Section, Subject Cataloging Division, Library of Congress. They were reconfirmedbytelephoneonSept.2S,lg92,bythecurrentheadofthesection,JaneMarton.
(Washington'
9. WorkingList oJSubjectHeadingsforChildren'sLiteraturethroughJuly.198-1
D.C.: Library of Congress,Cataloging Distribution Service, 1982).
10. Telephone conversation with Ben Tucker, chief, Offrce for Descriptive Cataloging
Policy, Library ofCongress, Sept. 28, 1982.
SubjectHead11. Library of Congress, Subject Cataloging Division, Librarytof Congress
ings,9t}l^
ed. (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1980).
12. WorkingList. . . .
13. James Hartrey May, "Identifrcation of Design Principles for Effrcient Computerized Bibliographic Data Input" (D.L.S. dissertation,Columbia Univ., 1978).
14. Theodore C. Hines and Edwin B. Brownrigg, ChicagoSun-Tirnes/Dai$NeutsAccess
Information Systetn;SubjectHeadingList Productionand Use;Basic Information ControlProcidures(N ei Yort : R"othinesAisociates, 19 73[ ?]).
15. Telephone conversation with W. T. Brandhorst, director, ERIC Processing and
ReferenceFacility, Sept. 28, 1982.
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Edigor, LRTS
11415 Farmland
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Drive

MD 20452

From: Russell Szaeeney,
principal lecturer,Schoolof Libraianship, Leeds Polttechnic
article by i{obert H. Hasseli in the April{une
198? issue
[Abridged].-The
raises a number of questions about The ProposedReuision oJ 780 Music. Mr. Hassell attempts a comparison between 19th edition of Dewey Decimal ClassiJication,
The ProposedReaision oJ 780 Music, and what he calls a "performance orientated
arrangement. " This arrangement is "the order deemed most advantageous for
those seeking to retrieve . . scores." In support of this arrangement he makes
use of, and produces some tables of statistical comparisons based on 400 scores
selected from the British Catalogueof Music (BCM). Since the principles of his
arrangement are only "plausible assumptions" and not necessarily universally
accepted they need to be examined before considering the comments relating to
The ProposedReuision.
The first . . . is that music of interest to a particular performance medium
should be kept together. When a score specifies one instrument
. . there is no problem, but when a score specihes more than one instrument a
second principle is introduced. The performance orientated arrangement postulates that music for a particular instrument, voice or combination with keyboard should be collocated directly with the same instrument, voice or combination without keyboard, and secondly, music for an ensemble of one particular
instrument, with or without keyboard. should be collocated with music for that
instrument, groups of scores being arranged in an order of increasing complexity. A third principle is that arrangements should not be interfiled with original
music. A fourth principle is that music for wind-string combinations is kept together and collocated with music for wind ensembles. A final principle is that
form should not be included in the citation order for music for a single performance media, . . . but that subarrangement should be by composer's name
Nobody .
could quarrel with the frrst principle, but the second principle is
debatable. It is possible to argue for the separation of chamber ensembles on the
basis ofthe presence or absence ofa keyboard participant, ifonly on the grounds
that the keyboard instrument is not portable and this is a factor in the selection

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot tre acknowledged, answered individually, or retu.ned to the authors. Whenever space is
available in an issue, selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required. Letters intended for publication should be typed double spaced.
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of a piece of music by patrons. The case for placing ensemble-s.ofone Particular
instiument with solo music for that instrument is strong and this arrangement is

composer .
TLe objections [to the arrangements in The ProposedReuisionl seem to be as
follows:
1. It does not make any provision for separating collections from original
works.
2. It does not make any provision for separating arrangements from original
works.
3. By allowing the specifrcation of form in keyboard music it produces an arrangement which is of little performance interest.
4. Separate numbers are provided for harpsichord solos (786-4) and piano

Reaision . . .

the score.
3. The principlcs used by Dewey in the Decimal classification, that libraries
who do noi wish to make use of the detail need not do so, are followed in The
Proposed Reaision. Whilst it is possible to specify form in the citation order for
scoies, libraries which prefer a sub-arrangement by composer can easily

other instruments duets were classed in 785. Keyboard instruments are a spe-
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concluding his article, Mr. Hassellmakesa number of assertionswhich are
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For lhe Record
Annuol Reportof the Decimql Clossificotion
Ediforiol PolicyCommiltee,
July l, l98l-June 30, 1982
Morgoret E. Cockshutf , Choirperson

mer 1982.
3. The Committee reviewedseveralproposalsand drafts of editorial rulesfor
Edition 20. The DCD and the EPC irope that revised editorial rules will
make notes and other featuresof the schedulesof Edition 20 clearer and

For the Record /709

more informative for DDC users. Because of the importance of the rules
for ultimate ease of use of the DDC by classifiers, the EPC asked that some
proposals be studied further by the Division.
4. A resolution was passed in thanks to Margaret J. Warren who retired
early in 1982 as Assistant Editor of t!i.e Dewel Decimal Classification. The
Committee recognized with gratitude her work on the development of
Editions 18 and 19, and her contribution to the discussions and planning
for Edition 20. The EPC noted her "careful and deliberate analysis and
logical arrangement of diverse fields of knowledge" and her "quite remarkable and splendid creative work" in her editorial work onthe DDC.
In the October 1981 tripartite meeting, members of the EPC and FPC joined
with the Editor and staff members of the Decimal Classification Division in a
wide-ranging discussion of the future of the DDC. There was no attempt to
reach decisions at this meeting. Rather, it was intended to be a forthright exploration ofthe basic issues to be faced.
Inevitably, the most thorny problem is that of 'keeping pace with knowledge'
versus'integrity of numbers'. It was recognized once again that some specific
schedules must be revised completely ("phoenix" schedules) when a poor intellectual structure causes classif,rersmany practical problems in applying a schedule, or when radical changes in a subject over time make an existing schedule
obsolete. Such changes may also be necessary in response to a changed societal
perception of a subject as, for example, divorce which used to be seen as a subject in religion or ethics but is now seen as a social problem. At the same time it
was recognized that phoenix revisions, which re-use numbers without regard to
their former meaning, cause extensive problems for classifiers who must fully
implement the new schedule and thus reclassify old material to maintain collocation; or reject the phoenix schedule and thus perpetuate an increasingly obsoIete and difficult arrangement; or maintain the old arrangement and implement
the phoenix for new material only, and thus negate the collocation to the detriment of browsers.
To avoid the cataclysmic impact of many substantial changes in a new edition, continuous revision was considered. This could be in the form of interim
separate publications, such as the new 301;07
Sociolog, Expand,edVersion, andl
or publication of changes in Decimal Classification Additions, Notes and Decisions
(DCA) If there were immediate implementation of such changes by national
bibliographic agencies, libraries might have difficulty in determining the meaning of new or changed notations and in identifying which versions of an edition
were being applied centrally. Flowever, without the early centralized implementation of necessary revisions between editions, the impact on libraries
would be much heavier at the time of a new edition. Also, because DDC is a
unitary system which covers the whole fireld of knowledge, with the various
classesinterconnected through the ' ' add ' ' mechanism, the fragmented publication of many revisions could destroy the unity of the whole and make the application of DDC inefficient and difficult for classifiers. Clearly, regular and frequent cumulations of schedules and/or indexes would be necessary in a program
of continuous revision. The possibility of a loose-leaf format was also discussed.
If continuous revision with interim publication and application is adopted,
the form of payment for the DDC is another critical question for both libraries
and Forest Press, the publisher. Should there be an annua.l subscription payment, which might cover both DC{d and interim separates? Would such a subscription also inilude any cumulations? Should a subscription to a DDC online
service also be possible? While no final decisions on revisions, formats and
forms of payment were made at the tripartite meeting, agreement on general
directions towards change seemed to be emerging.
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At both the October and April meetings, the EPC had extensivediscussion
without action on other matters:

the future revision of 370.
4. The EPC consideredvarious recentarticles,reviewsand notespertaining
to the DDC and their implications for future work by the committee. It
19 preparedin March 1982by the (Britalsonoted theReadingList; Dewe1t
ish) Library AssociationLibrary. _
In Committee'business,Margaret E. Cockshutt was re-electedas Chairperson to October 1983.The next EIPCmeeting was scheduledfor November 4-5,
1982.
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INSTRUC TIONS TO AUTHORS
Editor's note: Because of the recent appearance of the thirteenth edition,
revised and expanded, of The ChicagoManual oJ Style, the "Instructions to
Authors" are now being revised. The revised instructions will appear in the
Aprilfune
issue of this volume.
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